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. PLA AND YOUTHNET: AN OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction

Globally, young people are disproportionately affected by unplanned pregnan-

ally transmitted infections (STIs) including HIV, and other seriouscies, sexually transmitte

s. Youth reproductive health (YRH) and HIV/AIDS reproductive health problems. Youth r

programs can provide youth with the information, support, and services theyprograms can provide youth with the informatio

need to maintain their sexual and reproductive health. The importance of intheir sexual and reproductive health. Th -

oung people in the design, implementation, and evaluation of youth volving young people in the design, implementation, and evalua

reproductive health and HIV/AIDS programs is recognized by the World Health reproductive health and HIV/AIDS programs is recognized by the World

Organization and other agencies. Youth participation increases the impact of and other agencies. Youth participation increases the impact o

YRH and HIV/AIDS programs through ensuring greater relevYRH and HIV/AIDS programs through ensuring greater relevance to the prob-

lems and issues faced by young people and increasing sustainabilitylems and issues faced by young people and increasing sustainability of interven-

tions. In addition, a growing body of evidence suggests that youth particddition, a growing body of evidence suggests that youth participation

in YRH and HIV/AIDS programs helps young people to develop confideDS programs helps young people to develop confidence, 

hange attitudes, and establish more meaningful relationships with adults. change attitudes, and establish more meaningful relationships with a

Young people’s sexuality, sexual behavior, and reproductive health are greatly inple’s sexuality, sexual behavior, and reproductive health are grea -

fluenced by the expectations, norms, and practices of peers, parents, and other fluenced by the expectations, norms, and practices of peers, parents, and o

adults in the communities where they live. Institutions and informal groupsadults in the communities where they live. Institutions and informal grou

such as religious organizations, schools, and local authorities influence the rolesas religious organizations, schools, and local authorities influence the role

and responsibilities of young people and their access to reproductive health ponsibilities of young people and their access to reproductive health

and HIV/AIDS services. Involving members of the wider community, as well asAIDS services. Involving members of the wider community, as well as

young people themselves, in YRH and HIV/AIDS programs is essential in order eople themselves, in YRH and HIV/AIDS programs is essential in orde

to build an enabling environment for young people to improve their well-beingd an enabling environment for young people to improve their well-bein

and reproductive healthnd reproductive health. 

A participatory assessment process is a valuable starting point for involving all ry assessment process is a valuable starting point for involvin

community members, including young people, in YRH and HIV/AIDS program unity members, including young people, in YRH and HIV/AIDS p

development. YRH and HIV/AIDS program workers need skills in facilitating pardevelopment. YRH and HIV/AIDS program workers need skills in facilitating par-

ticipatory assessments, especially when youth involvement is a key componeticipatory assessments, especially when youth involvement is a key component. 

Supporting facilitators to ‘learn by doing’ is an effective strategy to buildcilitators to ‘learn by doing’ is an effective strategy to build skills 

in using participatory learning and action (PLA) approaches and toin using participatory learning and action (PLA) approaches and tools during 

ticipatory assessment and throughout the project cycle. Thiparticipatory assessment and throughout the project cycle. This guide aims to 
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provide easy-to-follow guidelines for carrying out a participatory assessment 

with young and adult community members, and to outline how these tools and 

methods can be applied throughout the project cycle.

1.2 YouthNet experience with participatory approacheapproaches to 
assessment

YouthNet is a global program committed to improving the reproductive healthcommitted to improving the reproductive health

(RH) and HIV prevention behaviors of young people aged between 10 and 24 ntion behaviors of young people aged between 10 and 24 

years. YouthNet works to improve and strengthen youth programs, serNet works to improve and strengthen youth programs, services, and

policy, conduct research, and disseminate and promote information, tools, and conduct research, and disseminate and promote information, tools, and 

evidence-based approaches that address RH and HIV prevention for youth atvidence-based approaches that address RH and HIV prevention

, and international levels. The program is funded by the United national, regional, and international levels. The program is funded by the United 

cy for International Development (USAID) through a five-year coStates Agency for International Development (USAID) through a five-year co--

ve agreement awarded in October 2001 to Family Health International operative agreement awarded in October 2001 to Family Health In

I), in partnership with CARE USA and RTI International. (FHI), in partnership with CARE USA and RTI Internationa

YouthNet provides technical assistance and implements programs in countries YouthNet provides technical assistance and implements programs in countrie

where governments, USAID Missions, and other organizations express interest e governments, USAID Missions, and other organizations expre

and need. The project conducts research to identify and evaluate evidence-need. The project conducts research to identify and evaluate evidence-

based approaches and generate cutting-edge knowledge in youth reproductivesed approaches and generate cutting-edge knowledge in youth reproductive

health and HIV, and it disseminates and promotes state-of-the-art findings, maealth and HIV, and it disseminates and promotes state-of-the-art finding -

terials, tools, and curricula. YouthNet also implements innovative programs and erials, tools, and curricula. YouthNet also implements innovative progr

policies that enhance youth participation and leadership.policies that enhance youth participation and leader

YouthNet has developed and field-tested tools and approaches for enabling YouthNet has developed and field-tested tools and approaches for en

youth participation in project assessment in Tanzania, Namibia, and Ethiopia.outh participation in project assessment in Tanzania, Namibia, and Ethiop

In each case, young people were key members of the participatory assessment each case, young people were key members of the participatory assessment 

process, collecting and analyzing information and presenting their findings andess, collecting and analyzing information and presenting thei

recommendations to their peers and other stakeholders. YouthNet adapted the mendations to their peers and other stakeholders. YouthNet adapte

approach described in this guide to the situation and program objectives in approach described in this guide to the situation and program objectives in 

ch country.each 

experience in EtYouthNet experience in Ethiopia thNet in Ethiopia and the IMPACT project: YouthNet in Ethiopia and the IMPACT proje

ed large numbers of young people throughout the countof FHI mobilized large numbers of young people throughout the country to

participate in a YRH and HIV/AIDS assessment and contribute to recommendaparticipate in a YRH and HIV/AIDS assessment and contrib -

tions for action on YRH and HIV/AIDS. Fifty-one young people were trained to s for action on YRH and HIV/AIDS. Fifty-one young people were trained
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facilitate a participatory assessment involving more than 1000 young people 

and adults. This facilitation team then conducted four regional consultations

with young people to verify the findings. A three-day National Youth Consulta-

tion presented the main assessment findings to stakeholders, in order to obtain 

r the draft National Youth Charter and three-year Plan of Action forapproval for the draft N

o mobilize young people to form a national youth YRH and HIV/AIDS, and also to mobiliz

network. network. 

Net experience in NamibiaYouthNet experience in Namibia: YouthNet in Namibia trained 59 youth leaders: YouthNet in Namibia trained 59

from faith-based organizations and youth centers to carry out a participatory from faith-based organizations and youth centers to carry out a partic

assessment of YRH involving more than 600 young people (aged 8 to 16) andt of YRH involving more than 600 young people (aged 8 to 16) an

84 adults. The youth analyzed the assessment data and presented recommenda84 adults. The youth analyzed the assessment data and presented recommenda-

tions to community members and faith leaders. As a result, YouthNtions to community members and faith leaders. As a result, YouthNet/Namibia

worked with 20 collaborating churches to develop a training curricuwith 20 collaborating churches to develop a training curriculum for

young people informed by the assessment findings, and trained church leamed by the assessment findings, and trained church leaders 

in the use of the curriculum.in the use of the curriculum.

YouthNet experience in Tanzaniaexperience i : YouthNet in Tanzania carried out a large-scalethNet in Tanzania carried out a large

participatory assessment of YRH and HIV/AIDS among faith-based communiparticipatory assessment of YRH and HIV/AIDS among faith-based comm -

ties in the Iringa region in Tanzania. Forty-eight young people and adults were ties in the Iringa region in Tanzania. Forty-eight young people and adults we

trained and supported to facilitate the assessment. Around 1,100 young peopleed and supported to facilitate the assessment. Around 1,100 young peop

and adults participated in assessment activities in six districts. The project led ults participated in assessment activities in six districts. The project led

to the expansion or initiation of work by faith groups on issues identified during pansion or initiation of work by faith groups on issues identified during

the assessments, with YouthNet providing workshops to build capacity amongsments, with YouthNet providing workshops to build capacity among

the groups to design and implement youth projoups to design and implement youth projects. 

‘The methods used were easy and clear, and since we were made to discuss our own

problems, it is a very good approach…. The methods used have contributed a lot to

open up discussion and stimulate everybody to participate.’

‘I am amazed! I was part of this process and …now after seeing the introduction and the 

materials produced, I feel really proud of having helped.’ 

—Youth participants, YouthNet/Ethiopia participatory assessment
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1.3 How to use this guide

This simple guide aims to share and build upon YouthNet’s experience in applying 

PLA approaches to assessment, as well as providing an overview of how these

tools and approaches might be adapted to additional stages of the project cycle 

(implementation, monitoring, evaluation). The guide is intended fos intended for use at the

community level by people with little or no exor no experience using PLA tools and 

approaches, such as staff and volunteers at NGOs, community-based organizavolunteers at NGOs, community-based organiza-

tions, government agencies, faith-based organizations, and others involved in gencies, faith-based organizations, and others involved in 

community development and health promotion. development and health promoti

This guide aims to support its users to lead a participatory process that willis guide aims to support its users to lead a participatory proce

enable facilitators and participants to ‘learn by doing.’ The guide provides easy-enable facilitators and participants to ‘learn by doing.’ The guide provides easy-

delines for carrying out a participatory assessment with young and to-follow guidelines for carrying out a participatory assessment with young and 

ommunity members, outlining how these tools and methods can beadult community members, outlining how these tools and method

ied throughout the project cycle for assessments, program design, impleapplied throughout the project cycle for assessments, pro -

mentation, and monitoring and evaluation. Guidelines are provided to helpmentation, and monitoring and evaluation. Guidelines are provided to help

field workers and community-based staff to train and support an assessment rkers and community-based staff to train and support an assessmen

team. The assessment team is likely to include young people, as well as adult The assessment team is likely to include young people, as we

stakeholders as appropriate.keholders as appropriate.

Seection 1 rovides an overview of the participatory assessment process, parprovides an overview of the participatory assessment process -

ticipatory learning and action (PLA), and YouthNet. It explains concepts andicipatory learning and action (PLA), and YouthNet. It explains conce

terms, and outlines the important principles of good practice. It summarizesterms, and outlines the important principles of good practice. It su

the YouthNet experience that forms the basis for this guide and explains how the YouthNet experience that forms the basis for this guide and expl

the guide should be usehe guide should be used. ction 2Sec  provides guidelines for carrying out as guidelines for carrying

participatory assessment and an outline for training the assessment team. It articipatory assessment and an outline for training the assessment team.

explores how the tools and approaches described in this guide can be adapted plores how the tools and approaches described in this guide can be adapted 

for different stages of the project cycle and describes the benefits of doing so. ifferent stages of the project cycle and describes the benefit

The section ends by suggesting strategies for scale-up.tion ends by suggesting strategies fo Section ion 3 ontains the conta

PLA Toolkit. This includes descriptions of 11 tools that YouthNet has used inPLA Toolkit. This includes descriptions of 11 tools that YouthNet has used in

rticipatory assessments. The tools are presented within a simple trainingparticipatory assessments. The tools are presented within a simple training

ure that explains why each tool is used, materials and time needed, instructure that explains why each tool is used, materials and tim -

for facilitating the tool, and questions to use in guiding discussion structions for facilitating the tool, and questions to use in guiding discussion 

ants.among participants The Annexnexes etails of training modules and othcontain details of training modules and other 

resources for carrying out a participatory assessment, and list additional PLA-resources for carrying out a participatory assessment, and li

related rd resources. 
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Remember: this guide is not a set of lesson plans! It is a tool to support young 

and adult community members to share feelings and experiences, explore is-

sues, identify solutions, and make plans for action. Users of the guide must be

prepared to learn from and with young people and the adults in the community. 

ust adapt and adjust the tools and methods to suit different situaThe user must adapt an -

ccording to the different circumstances of youngtions, needs, and objectives according

people and different country and cultural contexts. Keep the principles of PLApeople and different country and cultural contex

in mind, be flexible, and use your own best judgment! in mind, be flexible, and use your own best judgment! 

1.41 4 About Participatory Learning and ActioAbout Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) 

Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) is a growing family of approaches andarning and Action (PLA) is a growing family of approaches and

methods that enable community members, including young pemethods that enable community members, including young people, to analyze,

share, and develop their knowledge, needs, and opportunities. It share, and develop their knowledge, needs, and opportunities. It also helps

community members to address their priority needs and concerns by plmembers to address their priority needs and concerns by planning, 

implementing, and evaluating activities.luating activiti

Common terms for similar approaches and methodologies include participammon terms for similar approaches and methodologies include p -

tory rural appraisal (PRA), rapid rural appraisal (RRA), and participatory action ppraisal (PRA), rapid rural appraisal (RRA), and participatory a

research (PAR). In the past, use of these methods has sometimes focused on apresearch (PAR). In the past, use of these methods has sometimes focused on -

praisal and research. The term participatory learning and action emphasizes theraisal and research. The term participatory learning and action emphasizes th

full participation of people at every step — assessment, planning, implementing, rticipation of people at every step — assessment, planning, implementin

monitoring, and evaluatingng, and evaluating.

Three important principles underscore PLA approaches:portant principles underscore PLA approaches

Listeningstening and learningng: articipants (and facilitators) are open to learning  Participants (and facilitators) are open to learnin

rom each other, overcoming biases, allowing the learning process to happen in from each other, overcoming biases, allowing the learning process to happen

its own time, and to listening rather than lecturing.and to listening rather than lecturing

FacilitatingFacilitating: PLA enables young and adult community members to take over: PLA enables young and adult community members to take over

the process of learning, sharing, and analyzing. The facilitator shows communthe process of learning, sharing, and analyzing. The facilitator shows community

members and young people how to use the tools, so that their own conyoung people how to use the tools, so that their own concerns 

and capacities emerge to the fullest extent nd capacities emerge to the fullest extent possible.

Partnership and sharingaring: Information and ideas generated during a PLA pro: Information and ideas generated during a PLA pro-

cess is shared among the people who contributed to them and also with othershared among the people who contributed to them and also with ot

artners who can help makstakeholders and partners who can help make a difference.
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Participation

People participate by getting involved in, developing, and taking ownership of a process. 

Participation is meaningful when people share in decision-making, helping to shape the

process. For example, people participate in facilitating an assessment, analyzing the in-

formation, planning what to do to address identified problems, doing the activities, and

monitoring the activities’ effectiveness.

It is important to think about who participates. It is often easier for some people to

participate than others. For example, men may be more able to participate than women. 

Older people may find it easier to participate than younger people. Facilitators can use 

PLA tools to help overcome barriers to participation. 

PLA tools

ols are methods for facilitating discussions, usually in groups. PLA tools PLA tools are methods for facilitating discussions, usually in groups. 

cally involve participants working together to produce drawings or diagramstypically involve participants working together to produce d

or to do activities, such as performing a role-play. Some tools involve particior to do activities, such as performing a role-play. Some tools involve partici-

pants doing individual activities, before sharing the results with the group.oing individual activities, before sharing the results with the group.

Using PLA tools that produce drawings and diagrams helps a group to discuss ng PLA tools that produce drawings and diagrams helps a group to discuss 

and analyze a subject freely. The discussion focuses on the picture, which helpsd analyze a subject freely. The discussion focuses on the picture, which helps

people participate without feeling threatened. Making the picture encourageseople participate without feeling threatened. Making the picture encour

all group members to relax and get involved in the discussion. Talking about all group members to relax and get involved in the discussion. Talkin

the picture helps people decide how much personal information they want to the picture helps people decide how much personal information the

provide — participants can talk about the person in the drawing, rather thanprovide — participants can talk about the person in the drawing, rat

about themselves. bout thems

The PLA tools described in this guide are designed to:e PLA tools described in this guide are designed to:

Stimulate group discussion and explore different viewsmulate group discussion and explore different views

Enable young and adult community members to participate in decisioyoung and adult community members to participate in decision-

making, including people who are often excluded from decision-makingmaking, including people who are often excluded from

learning from and with young people, focusing on local knowledge, Help learning from and with young people, focusing on local knowled

and experiencespractices, and experiences

Provide reliable quantitative and qualitative informationProvide reliable quantitative and qualitative information

›

›

›

›
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Build understanding and trust 

Begin mobilizing communities around YRH issues

Enable young people and other community members to participate actively 

n-makingin decision-making

Good facilitation skills are important to use PLA tools effectively.Good facilitation skills are important to use PL

A good facilitator:

Shows respect for people, including young people 

Believes in people’s capacities, including the capacities of young people

Listens attentively and respects other people’s opinions

Is ready and willing to learn

Is confident

Is creative

Is flexible and able to adapt tools and approaches to different situations

Is sensitive to participants’ feelings and understands group dynamics

Is able to help participants organize and analyze information

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

1.5  Good practiceood p

Non-judgmental attitudes and behaviors

A participatory assessment of YRH and HIV/AIDS issues involves frank andA participatory assessment of YRH and HIV/AIDS issues involves frank a

open discussion of sensitive subjects relating to sex, sexuality, and gender. It is open discussion of sensitive subjects relating to sex, sexuality, and gender.

important to encourage people to talk and demonstrate that their views and ant to encourage people to talk and demonstrate that their view

knowledge are valued. Critical or judgmental attitudes among facilitators aboutknowledge are valued. Critical or judgmental attitudes among facilitators about

young people’s behavior will prevent the meaningful participation of somyoung people’s behavior will prevent the meaningful participation of some

young people. Demonstrating respect for young people and for their chemonstrating respect for young people and for their choices

and decisions will encourage young people to participate actively. Befdecisions will encourage young people to participate actively. Before using

de, facilitators should reflect on their own attitudes, vathis guide, facilitators should reflect on their own attitudes, values, language, 

and behavior towards young people, and consider how these are likely to affectand behavior towards young people, and consider how these are likely to affect

the participation of young people.articipation of young people.

›

›

›
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Avoid raising expectations

The objectives and likely results of the participatory process need to be ex-

plained clearly. Some situations are likely to raise expectations. For example,

young people may hope for help with all the important problems they raise

during a discussion. Expectations should be addressed openly and hoopenly and honestly, and 

promises that may not be kept should be avoidede avoided. High and unrealistic expecta-

tions will lead to disappointment, and, likely, loss of interest in the participatoryent, and, likely, loss of interest in the participatory

process.

Capacity building

The facilitation of the participatory process should aim to transfer skills ande facilitation of the participatory process should aim to transfe

knowledge to community members, including young people, including skills knowledge to community members, including young people, including skills 

n of tools, analysis of information, and problem-solving. Building in facilitation of tools, analysis of information, and problem-solving. Building 

contributes to the empowerment of communities and community capacity contributes to the empowerment of communities and com

mbers, and assists communities in addressing and resolving problems within members, and assists communities in addressing and resolv

he community. Building problem-solving skills among young people and adults the community. Building problem-solving skills among young people and adults 

counters expectations of assistance from outsiders.counters expectations of assistance from outs

Informed consent

It is important to provide community members, including young people, withs important to provide community members, including young people, with

clear information about the assessment in order to enable them to give informed ear information about the assessment in order to enable them to give infor

consent about their participation. For example, young and adult communityonsent about their participation. For example, young and adult com

members need to know about the objectives of the assessment and the activity,members need to know about the objectives of the assessment and th

what the activity will involve, and how long it will take. Clearly inform young what the activity will involve, and how long it will take. Clearly infor

and adult community members whether or not they will receive any compensand adult community members whether or not they will receive any com -

tion for participating before asking for their consenon for participating before asking for their consent.

Confidentiality

A participatory assessment of YRH and HIV/AIDS issues involves discussionicipatory assessment of YRH and HIV/AIDS issues involves dis

of sensitive subjects. Facilitators must respect the confidentiality of individualof sensitive subjects. Facilitators must respect the confidentiality of individual

articipants at all times. Participants and facilitators should agree before group participants at all times. Participants and facilitators should agree before group 

ssions or individual interviews as to how information will be shared afterdiscussions or individual interviews as to how information w

n. For example, there may be agreement that names will not be usedthe session. For example, there may be agreement that names will not be us

in reports.
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It is essential that community members, including young people, do not suffer 

as a result of disclosing personal information during the assessment. For ex-

ample, it is possible that deeply sensitive information disclosed during a group

discussion may be repeated to other community members after the session, 

oblems for the individuals concerned. causing problems for the

Participants should not be encouraged to disclose information that they areParticipants should not be encouraged to disc

not comfortable with. Personal disclosure can be avoided by focusing discuse with. Personal disclosure can be avoid -

on ‘typical people’ rather than on the individual participants. For example, sions on ‘typical people’ rather than on the individual participant

rather than asking participants to discuss their own sexual health problems, the rather than asking participants to discuss their own sexual health proble

facilitator can ask participants to discuss the sexual health problems of ‘peoplecan ask participants to discuss the sexual health problems of ‘peop

like you’ or ‘people your age.’like you’ or ‘people your age.’

1.6  Standards and safeguards for involving young peopledards and safeguards for involving young p

This guide describes tools and approaches for facilitating the involvementools and approaches for facilitating the involvement of 

ung people. It is important to put safeguards in place to protect the well-beingyoung people. It is important to put safeguards in place to protect the well-being 

of children and young people participating in the assessment and program dechildren and young people participating in the assessment and prog -

velopment and implementation.and implem

Permission must be obtained from parents or guardians regarding the parPermission must be obtained from parents or guardians regarding the p -

ticipation of children and young people. Children and young people must cipation of children and young people. Children and young people mus

also agree to participate. Consent from parents, guardians, and children agree to participate. Consent from parents, guardians, and children

and young people must be given on the basis of clear information aboutoung people must be given on the basis of clear information abou

the purpose of the assessment, the activities to be done, and any possible purpose of the assessment, the activities to be done, and any possible

consequences of participationonsequences of participati

Discussions about sex, sexuality, and reproductive health may raise difficult Discussions about sex, sexuality, and reproductive health may raise diffic

issues for children and young people and may lead participants to disclose hildren and young people and may lead participants to disc

situations of abuse or to ask for help. It is also important that young people ations of abuse or to ask for help. It is also important that young p

do not disclose personal information that will trigger problems for them,do not disclose personal information that will trigger problems for them,

such as stigma or abuse from other people. Assessment teams need to buse from other people. Assessment teams need to be 

prepared for these possibilities and agree how to respond. Some of thethese possibilities and agree how to respond. Some of the mea-

sures that should be taken include:res that should be t

Set limits in advance regarding what is necessary to ance regarding what is necessary to discuss and what

is not. 

›

›
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Identify referral services and support networks in advance, in order 

to support young people or other community members who disclose 

abuse, crimes, or who have an urgent need for help. For example, refer-

ral services may include police, qualified social workers, psychologists,

refuges, and community-based organizations that can prthat can provide long-

term follow up support.

If appropriate referral services do not exist, adapt the exercises to avoidferral services do not exist, adapt the exercis

exposing young people to possible harm.g young people to possible harm.

Avoid stigma or gossip relating to the participation of children and young void stigma or gossip relating to the participation of children and young 

people by informing the wider community about the purpose of the activipeople by informing the wider community about the purpo -

that children and young people are not encouraged to discloseties. Ensure that children and young people are not encouraged to disclose

al information that may cause them problems such as stigma or personal information that may cause them problems such as stigma or 

use from the community afterwards. abuse from the community afte

.71.7 Benefits of employing PLA approaches in YRH and HIV/AIDSits of employing PLA approaches in YRH and HIV/AIDS
progrgrams

There are many possible benefits to using PLA approaches in YRH and HIV/AIDSare many possible benefits to using PLA approaches in YRH and

programs, including:grams, includ

nity members, including young people, develop capacity in workCommunity members, including young people, develop capacity in w -

ether for their own benefit ing together for their own b

ed understanding and trust between different stakeholders, such as Increased understanding and trust between different stakeholder

people, adults, health service providers, community, and religious young people, adults, health service providers, community, and r

leaders

Increased ability among young and adult stakeholders to solve problemsIncreased ability among young and adult stakeholders to solve problems

and address conflicts togethnd address conflicts together

Increased interest among young and adult stakeholders in YRH andased interest among young and adult stakeholders in YRH and

HIV/AIDSDS

reased awareness of key issues affecting young people’s reproductive Increased awareness of key issues affecting young people’s re

among all stakehhealth among all stakeholders

and approaches are more responsive to the needs, concerns,Program design and approaches are more responsive to

and priorities of young peopleand priorities of young peop

–

–

›

›

›

›
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Increased ownership of YRH and HIV/AIDS programs by young people and 

stakeholders involved in their communities

Program activities and impacts are more likely to continue after project

funding or other outside support comes to an endfunding or o

capacity, trust, and relationships among comPLA has the potential to build capacit -

munity members, including young people, over a period of time. Involvement munity members, including young people, over a 

in the process can empower young and adult community members, increasing in the process can empower young and adult community m

to take control of their lives and participate in decision-making. their ability to take control of their lives and participate in deci

As with adults, young people who are informed and empowered are able to As with adults, young people who are informed and empowered are a

improve their reproductive and sexual health as well as other aspects of theireproductive and sexual health as well as other aspects of thei

well-being. Appropriate indicators of empowerment must be well-being. Appropriate indicators of empowerment must be developed in or-

der to identify whether empowerment is taking place. Signs that cder to identify whether empowerment is taking place. Signs that community

members, including young people, are becoming empowered include:cluding young people, are becoming empowered include:

An ability to understand and discuss complex problems related to theiAn ability to understand and discuss complex problems related to their

sexualitysexuality

An ability to analyze information that they have collectedo analyze information that they have collected

An ability to make informed decisions to improve their sexualAn ability to make informed decisions to improve their sexual lives

An ability to play an active role in responding to problems that ability to play an active role in responding to problems that they have 

An ability to influence, mobilize, or organize key youth and adult stakeholdbility to influence, mobilize, or organize key youth and adult stakehold-

ers to respond appropriately to their needs and problemsto respond appropriately to their needs and pro

An increase in confidence and self-esteemAn increase in confidence and self-esteem

An ability to access existing HIV/AIDS and reproductive health-related sero access existing HIV/AIDS and reproductive health-related -

vices, or to advocate for the introduction of servicesor to advocate for the introduction of 

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›
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. PARTICIPATORY ASSESSMENT PROCESS

2.1  Overview of the participatory assessment process

The participatory assessment process can be divided into the following steps:

sment — see Section 2.2Preparing for the assessment — 

Training the assessment team — see Section 2.3aining the assessment team — see Section 2.3

ying out the assessment using PLA tools — see Section 2.4Carrying out the assessment using PLA tools — see Section 2

Documenting and analyzing the findings — see Documenting and analyzing the findings — see Section 2.5

Verifying and sharing the findings — see Section 2.6Verifying and sharing the findings — see Sect

Involve the assessment team in as many of the preparation activities asve the assessment team in as many of the preparation activities as possible 

as part of the training. For example, the final day of a training workshop caning. For example, the final day of a training workshop can be

used for joint planning and preparation for the participatory assessment.used for joint planning and preparation for the participatory assess

Sample timeframe for a participatory assessment

This sample timeframe for a participatory assessment is based on YouthNet‘s experience 

in Namibia and Tanzania. Adapt these timings as necessary.

Training workshop for facilitators in participatory approaches, field-testing tools,

and planning the field work ( days)

Field work doing participatory assessment ( to  days)

Workshop to document and analyze information ( to  days)

Preparation of dissemination of preliminary assessment findings ( day)

Dissemination of preliminary findings with key stakeholders (half-day)

Preparation of final report of findings and recommendations ( weeks)

›

›

›

›

›

›

2.2  Preparing for the assessmentreparing for the as

The assessment team

The first step in preparing for a participatory assessment is to form the assessThe first step in preparing for a participatory assessment is to form the assess--

ment team. The number of people in the assessment team depends on the sizeam. The number of people in the assessment team depends on the s

be conducted, the time available to carry out the field work,of the assessment to be conducted, the time available to carry out the fi

›

›

›

›

›
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and the number of sessions each team member will carry out. YouthNet trained 

teams of between 50 and 60 young people and adults to reach between 700

and 1,100 participants in each of the three YouthNet program countries.

The assessment team is formed with young people working in partnershg in partnership with

adults. Young people often work best when placeden placed in a position to explore re-

productive health issues with other young people during the assessment. Trainther young people during the assessment. Train--

ing young people to carry out the assessment will help build the capacity of a arry out the assessment will help build t

core group of young people who can lead youth participation in later stayoung people who can lead youth participation in later stages of 

the project cycle. Including adults in the team will build adult understanding of ect cycle. Including adults in the team will build adult understanding of 

the issues faced by young people.e issues faced by young peo

 ensure a gender balance in the team. In general, mixed-sRemember to ensure a gender balance in the team. In general, mixed-sex teams

ators work well in the field. This enables teams to divide into single-sex of facilitators work well in the field. This enables teams to divide into sing

ps when this is appropriate to the subjects being discussed. groups when this is appropriate to the subjects being discuss

Roles and responsibilities 

The assessment team is divided into smaller groups of three people to carry sessment team is divided into smaller groups of three people t

out the field work. During preparation of the fieldwork, team members needthe field work. During preparation of the fieldwork, team 

to discuss and prepare for the different roles they will be playing during thediscuss and prepare for the different roles they will be playing during the

participatory assessment. Team members may rotate among the three roles if articipatory assessment. Team members may rotate among the three role

they feel comfortable dohey feel comfortable doing so:

litator:The facil The person who facilitates the discussion. This person needs person who facilitates the discussion. This pers

onfident in managing group discussions, facilitating the use of PLAto be confident in managing group discussions, facilitating the use

d asking probing questions. He or she leads the group in introductools, and asking probing questions. He or she leads the group in intro -cc

selves to the community and in explaining the purpose of the ing themselves to the community and in explaining the purpose of the 

participatory assessment.participatory assessment.

The nnote-taker: The person who records the discussion, writing what the The person who records the discussion, writing what 

participants say and do. He or she also collects and labels the drawings apants say and do. He or she also collects and labels the drawings and 

diagrams produced during group discussiodiagrams produced during group discussions. 

bserver:The obse The person who observes the process. He or she provides supperson who observes the process. He or she provides -

th the facilitator and the note-taker, helps to solve and proport to both the facilitator and the note-taker, helps to solve and problems, 

ack on the process to his or her teammates.and gives feedback on the process to his or her teamm

›

›

›
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Team contract

Preparing a ‘team contract’ helps assessment team members think about the 

sorts of behaviors and attitudes that are important while they are carrying out 

the assessment. Team members agree how they will behave towards one another 

ommunity members. The contract helps team members to be clear and with community m

m. It provides a framework for reflecting on their about what is expected of them. It pro

own behavior and providing feedback to other team members.own behavior and providing feedback to other te

Example of a Team Contract

We agree to:

Be punctual

Listen actively to what people say

Show respect for community members and for each other

Avoid prejudice against any individual or group

Try our best and work hard

Work together and help one another

Meet our responsibilities and carry out our roles effectively

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

Setting objectives

Set clear objectives for the participatory assessment, stating what you intend to r objectives for the participatory assessment, stating what you intend to

achieve. The objectives should state:eve. The objectives should 

What you want to learn about during the assessmentwant to learn about during the asses

How you will use the findings from the assessmentHow you will use the findings from the ass

Other benefits that you expect from the assessment process, such as imOther benefits that you expect from the assessment process, such as im-

proved capacity among the assessment team or increased awareness amity among the assessment team or increased awareness among 

key stakekey stakeholders

›

›

›
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Examples of objectives

To learn about the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of young people relating to

reproductive health

To learn about social relationships and networks

To identify existing reproductive health services and barriers to young people ac-cc

cessing these services

To increase awareness of key stakeholders to issues affecting youth reproductive

health

To produce recommendations to help the design of youth reproductive health

interventions

›

›

›

›

›

List of topics and issues 

Once the objectives are agreed upon, prepare a list of topics and issues to be Once the objectives are agreed upon, prepare a list of topics and issues to be 

explored during the assessment. A brainstorming session with the assessmentd during the assessment. A brainstorming session with the assessm

team will generate lots of ideas. Group the ideas into broad topics, to generate will generate lots of ideas. Group the ideas into broad topics

a list that is easy to remember. If the list is still very long, it may be necessaryst that is easy to remember. If the list is still very long, it may be necessary

to revisit the objectives in order to prioritize the topics to be discussed. It is revisit the objectives in order to prioritize the topics to be discussed. It 

important that all the team members share an understanding of what topics are mportant that all the team members share an understanding of what top

to be explored. Fully brief any participants who cannot attend this session. o be explored. Fully brief any participants who cannot attend this sess

The list of topics helps yoThe list of topics helps you to:

er all the issues that you want to explore during the assessmentRemember all the issues that you want to explore during the assessment

Monitor the progress of the appraisal and identify any gaps in the informaMonitor the progress of the appraisal and identify any gaps in the informa-

tion you are collectingon you are coll

Organize the information that you coze the information that you collect

Remember

The list of topics is a guide during the participatory assessment. It can be revised or 

adapted as necessary while the assessment is going on. This flexibility enables you to be

responsive to the situation in the community.

›

›

›
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Select sites for the assessment

Often, the implementing organization identifies the area or areas where the 

participatory assessment will take place. With the assessment team, specific 

sites are then selected. It is important to select sites where it will be possible to 

up activities with the communities. Be realistic about the number of do follow-up activities w

m can cover, and the time it will take the teams tosites that the assessment team can co

collect detailed and useful information in each site. collect detailed and useful information in each s

sites will be closer and easier to reach than others. Make sure that transSome sites will be closer and easier to reach than others. Make -

port and travel time is included in the planning. Collect available informationport and travel time is included in the planning. Collect available info

about each site, to help the assessment teams prepare. Consider if there areh site, to help the assessment teams prepare. Consider if there a

important differences in the area — for example, differences in religion, comimportant differences in the area — for example, differences in religion, com-

mon occupations, or economic status. Decide which sites will ensumon occupations, or economic status. Decide which sites will ensure that such

differences are represented in the assessment.es are represented in the assessment.

Help the assessment teams to contact the community in each site before yoHelp the assessment teams to contact the community in each site before you 

arrive. Inform community leaders about the purpose and duration of the pararrive. Inform community leaders about the purpose and duration of the par--

ticipatory assessment. Explain the process and the importance of participation y assessment. Explain the process and the importance of particip

by community members. Plan with community members what is the best timeby community members. Plan with community members what is the best t

to carry out the assessment activities.to carry out the assessment a

Letter of introduction

In many communities, people are wary of outsiders and may be reluctant to discuss

sensitive subjects relating to sex and sexuality. It is helpful to obtain a letter of introduc-cc

tion that briefly informs authorities, key stakeholders, and community members about

the general activities you want to carry out in the area. This letter can be very useful to 

reduce mistrust and fear and help the assessment team get started in the community.

Make an action plan for each site

areful planning of fieldwork will help the assessment run smoothly. Prepare anCareful planning of fieldwork will help the assessment run smoothly. Prepare an 

assessment plan for each site, covering the followingach site, covering the following points:

Logistical arrangements, including transport, refreshments, etc.Logistical arrangements, including transport, refreshments, etc.

Flexible timetable of actiof activities

Number of activities planned for each siteNumber of activities planned for each site

›

›
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Different participants to be involved (for example, sex, age, etc.)

Arrangements for daily meetings of the assessment team members at the

site

Arrangements for technical support visits (for example, fromxample, from PLA trainers 

or program staff)

Arrangements for communicating with support staff, such as phone numommunicating with support staff, such as -

bers and funds fonds for phone calls

How the activities will be documentedow the activities will be doc

ts of the activities will be shared with the communityHow the results of the activities will be shared with

at to do about difficult issues that come up during the assessmentAgree what to do about difficult issues that come up during the assessmen

ties. For example, what should the assessment team in a site do if theyactivities. For example, what should the assessment team in a

eet young people who urgently need help? Help the teams to identify whatmeet young people who urgently need help? Help the teams to identify what

referral services are available, and discuss when it is appropriate to make referreferral services are available, and discuss when it is appropriate to make refer-

rals. Discuss the sorts of demands to which the assessment team will be unable scuss the sorts of demands to which the assessment team will be u

to respspond. 

Plan technical support visits in the field at the same time as the assessment an technical support visits in the field at the same time as the assessme

team makes the assessment plans for each site. Give all teams a list of contact eam makes the assessment plans for each site. Give all teams a list of c

numbers to call in case of difficulty. Make a list of sites, dates, names of teamnumbers to call in case of difficulty. Make a list of sites, dates, names

members, and contact numbers at the sites. Give copies of this information tomembers, and contact numbers at the sites. Give copies of this inform

every team member.every team m

Prepare materials

Many PLA tools can be created with locally available materials, such as emptyny PLA tools can be created with locally available materials, such as empty

cardboard cartons, old magazines, stones, sticks, flowers, leaves, sand, bottleoard cartons, old magazines, stones, sticks, flowers, leaves, s

tops, and so on. Community members often find it easier to use materials withd so on. Community members often find it easier to use materials wi

which they are familiar. Diagrams made with local materials can be adjustewhich they are familiar. Diagrams made with local materials can be adjusted

ng discussion if the participants decide to make changes. It is helpful toduring discussion if the participants decide to make cha

ditional materials available, if needed. Remind team members to make a have additional materials available, if needed. Remind team member

diagram at the end of the discussion. Participants may also want tocopy of the diagram at the end of the discussion. Participants may also want to

eep for themselves. The assessment team will need notebooks make a copy to keep for themselves. The assessment team will need notebooks 

and pens to record discussions. nd pens to record discussio

›
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List of useful materials

Large sheets of paper (flip chart

paper)

Marker pens, in different colors

Masking tape

Rubber bands, or string

Colored chalk

Seeds or beans

Plain paper

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

Scissors

Pencils

Erasers

Glue sticks

Small notebooks

Pens

Plastic bags

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

2.32.3 Training the assessment teamTraining the assessment team

Structured training is essential to enable the assessment team to carry out the Structured training is essential to enable the assessment team to carry out the 

assessment effectively. The training should cover:ent effectively. The training should cover

Facts, issues, and concepts relating to sex, sexuality, gender, reproductiveFacts, issues, and concepts relating to sex, sexuality, gender, reproduct

health, and HIV/AIDhealth, and HIV/AIDS

PLA toolstools

Facilitation skillstatio

Planning for the participatory assessmentPlanning for the participato

The training will help develop the facilitation skills of the assessment team.

Important attitudes and skills include:

Maintaining non-judgmental attitudes about the behavior of young people

Listening carefully to the concerns of young people, and helping to build 

their trust

Accepting what young people say, and avoiding displays of surprise

or embarrassment

Talking openly and frankly about sex and sexuality

›
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If possible, involve someone with experience in facilitating PLA processes in 

providing the training. An example schedule for a training workshop follows. 

The training workshop is divided into four modules:

Setting the stage. This module reviews expectations and objectiv and objectives and 

agrees ground rules for the training. See Annex e Annex 1 for detailed session plans.

Putting our facts together. her. This module explores issues, feelings, and facts reThis module explores issues, feelings, and f -

lating to sex, sexuality, gender, YRH, and HIV/AIDS. See Annex 2 for detailedsexuality, gender, YRH, and HIV/AIDS. See Annex 2 for detailed

session plann plans.

LLet’s find out. module introduces PLA tools. The PLA Toolkit is in SecThis module introduces PLA tools. The PLA Too -cc

tion 3.

icing what we have learned.Practicing what we have learned. This module is an opportunity for particiThis module is an opportunity for par -

ants to review and practice the tools and methods they have learned. See pants to review and practice the tools and methods they h

Annex 3 forAnnex 3 for details.

Allow plenty of time at the end of the workshop to complete planning andlenty of time at the end of the workshop to complete planning 

preparation for the assessment with the assessment team, ensuring that thearation for the assessment with the assessment team, ensur

issues described in Section 2.2 are covered.es described in Section 2.2 are cov

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Sample schedule for training a participatory assessment team. 

(Outline schedule of training the assessment team for a participatory assess-

ment of faith leaders’ and young people’s knowledge, attitudes, and practices

relating to youth reproductive health and HIV prevention in Tanzania. YouthNet 

Njombe, 1–6 May 2004.) program, Njombe, 1–6 M

Saturday,

 May

Sunday,

 May

Monday,

 May

Tuesday,TT

 May

Wednesday,

 May

Thursday,

 May


.

 RegistrationRegistrat Religious Services RevieReview of Day 

My communitynity

Why do problems Why 
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2.4 Carrying out the participatory assessment

Overview of assessment activities

The participatory assessment consists of three different activities:

PLA sessions with young people, using a series of PLA tools A tools 

Focus group discussions with adults (fodults (for example, community members, in-

fluential adults, or key stakeholders such as health service-providers, often y stakeholders such as health service-provide

also using PLA tooA tools)

In-depth, one-to-one interviews with key young pdepth, one-to-one interviews with key young people or adults

Different activities will focus on different issues, depending on the participants.Different activities will focus on different issues, depending on the participants.

with young people often last between one and two hoPLA sessions with young people often last between one and two hours. En-

the assessment team to select and use PLA tools flexibly, accordingcourage the assessment team to select and use PLA tools flexibly, accor

e subjects that they want to explore. Divide up larger groups as necesto the subjects that they want to explore. Divide up larger -

ary, depending on the tools used. Some tools work best with single-sex groups. sary, depending on the tools used. Some tools work best with single-sex groups. 

Focus group discussions and in-depth interviews are usually held with selectedFocus group discussions and in-depth interviews are usually held with selected

individuals and groups of people whose knowledge, opinions, and attitudesduals and groups of people whose knowledge, opinions, and a

on key issues — along with information from young people themselves — caney issues — along with information from young people themselves — can

guide the development of relevant and effective YRH and HIV/AIDS programs.de the development of relevant and effective YRH and HIV/AIDS programs.

In-depth interviews provide a detailed personal perspective about an issue. n-depth interviews provide a detailed personal perspective about an is

In-depth interviews are also useful when it is logistically difficult to gather an-depth interviews are also useful when it is logistically difficult to g

peer group together. For example, it may be difficult to gather a group of seniorpeer group together. For example, it may be difficult to gather a group

doctors in one place for a group discussion. Focus group discussions provide the doctors in one place for a group discussion. Focus group discussions pr

opportunity for participants to share and analyze information as a group. It isopportunity for participants to share and analyze information as a grou

helpful to prepare separate checklists of issues and topics for use with key adults elpful to prepare separate checklists of issues and topics for use with key adu

and young people during focus group discussions and in-depth interviews.d young people during focus group discussions and in-depth interviews.
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Guidelines for organizing a focus group discussion

Focus group discussions work best with around eight participants. The minimum size is 

six people and the maximum size is . This group size enables everybody to participate. 

Focus group discussions usually last between  minutes and two hours.

People will participate in a group discussion more easily if they share important character-

istics. Discussions with groups of adults will work best if participants have similar educa-

tion, authority, or political position, enabling them to talk openly amongst themselves.

Hold group discussions in a place where the participants feel comfortable and where they

can talk openly. Consider how the location may influence the discussion. For example,

participants may not feel able to talk openly about the attitudes of service providers

towards young people if the discussion is held in the local health center!

The note-taker should sit where they can easily see and hear all the participants. Tape-

recorders can help record discussions, if participants are comfortable with this. If tape-re-

corders are used, the note-taker is responsible for operating the tape-recorder. Transcribe

(write out) the tape after the discussion. Make sure that all participants understand who 

the note-taker is, what information they are writing down, and how it will be used.

Coordinating assessment activities

Follow the plan but be flexihe plan but be flexible!

Careful preparation and clear objectives are central to the success of a parreparation and clear objectives are central to the success of a pa -

ticipatory assessment. Provide each of the assessment teams with a copy of the ry assessment. Provide each of the assessment teams with a copy of the

objectives. Ask them to review them regularly and to consider whether theirctives. Ask them to review them regularly and to consider whether the

activities and the information that they are collecting are helping them to meet activities and the information that they are collecting are helping them to me

the objectives.

Be prepared to adjust the site action plan in response to sudden changes, such Be prepared to adjust the site action plan in response to sudden changes, such 

as late arrival of participants, lack of a meeting space, shortage of materials, thas late arrival of participants, lack of a meeting space, shortage of materials, the

unexpected absence of a team member, and so on. Keeping the objectivce of a team member, and so on. Keeping the objectives in

mind will help the assessment team decide how to respond to chanwill help the assessment team decide how to respond to changes and 

hchallenges. 
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Be punctual

Keeping time as strictly as possible is important for the success of the assessment. There 

are many activities to do in a short time. Being on time helps the team carry out the 

planned activities, and shows respect for people participating in the activities. Being on

time avoids conflict with community members, and within the team.

Daily team meetings

Hold daily team meetings in each site. The purpose of these meetings ism meetings in each site. The purpose of these meetings is to:

Solve any practical problemsSolve any practical proble

d adjust the plan aReview and adjust the plan as necessary

ee how to respond to any difficult issues that have come up — for exAgree how to respond to any difficult issues that have come up -

ample, a young person who has asked for help with a serious problemample, a young person who has asked for help with a se

Review the information that has been collectedw the information that has been collec

Discuss themes and differeniscuss themes and differences

sues that need to be explored in more detailIdentify issues that need to be explored in more detail

Share assessment information with the community

The assessment team shares the information they have collected with the comThe assessment team shares the information they have collected with -

munity at the end of the fieldwork in each site. This feedback provides an immunity at the end of the fieldwork in each site. This feedback provid -

portant opportunity to:portant opportunity to:

more people in the assessment, increasing community interest andInvolve more people in the assessment, increasing community interest and

understanding of the prounderstanding of the process

Builds trust with and among community members by sharing informationilds trust with and among community members by sharing inform

Verify (check) information with young people and adults who did not parcheck) information with young people and adults who did not par-

ticipate in the group discussions and interviticipate in the group discussions and interviews

se community awareness and understanding of local issues relatingIncrease community awareness and understanding of local issues relating

productive healthto youth reproductive health
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Sharing assessment information with communities

Young people who participated in the assessment can present the information to the 

wider community. Involving young people in presenting the information will increase 

their ownership over the process. It also helps demonstrate the capacity of young people 

to the wider community. Members of the assessment team and adult participants from 

the community can also be involved.

Assessment information can be shared in open community meetings, in meetings with

invited groups, or through a combination of both. Include people whose support and

interest are important to youth reproductive health. (For example, health service pro-

viders, community leaders, government officials, community-based organizations, and

religious leaders.)

Record the comments and additional information provided by the community mem-

bers and stakeholders. 

2.2.5 ocumenting and analyzing the informationDocumenting and analyzing the information

During the assessment 

Good documentation of the participatory assessment is very important. It prontation of the participatory assessment is very important. It -

vides a record of the information collected during the assessment. It forms thevides a record of the information collected during the assessment. It forms t

basis for analyzing the information, drawing conclusions, and making recomis for analyzing the information, drawing conclusions, and making recom-

mendations about what to do next.tions about what to do n

At the end of each group discussion or interviewd of each group discussion or interview:

Make copies of any drawings or diagrams, if necessary. (For example, if parMake copies of any drawings or diagrams, if necessary. (For example, if pa -

icipants want to keep the originals, or if the drawing is on local materialsticipants want to keep the originals, or if the drawing is on local materia

that cannot be kept. )be kept. )

Label all the notes, drawings, and diagrams with the date, time, location, abel all the notes, drawings, and diagrams with the date, time, lo

ession title, and facilitators’ names and a description of participants (forsession title, and facilitators’ names and a description of participants (for

example, “school girls aged 12 to 15.”) The note-taker is responsible for carls aged 12 to 15.”) The note-taker is responsible for care-

fully storing these materials.ng these materials.

up the discussion or interview immediately, or as sooWrite up the discussion or interview immediately, or as soon as possible, 

while the discussion is still fresh in the minds of the assessment team and itwhile the discussion is still fresh in the minds of the assessment team and it

is easy to fill in any gaps in the notes. Writing up the discussion will help the y to fill in any gaps in the notes. Writing up the discussion will help t
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assessment team review the information they have collected and feedback 

at the daily meeting. See Annex 4 for a format for documenting group dis-

cussions and in-depth interviews.

Keep notes of the daily meetings at each site. This provides important informportant infor-

mation about the assessment process. The assessment ssessment team may also find it 

useful to keep ‘field notebooks’ to recorto record ideas, names, and comments.

Remember to record the discussion!

Remind the assessment team to record the discussion in as much detail as possible. This 

is a very important part of documentation. Making copies of drawings and diagrams is a 

smaller part of documentation.

At the end of the assessment

the end of the assessment, bring all the teams together for a documentaAt the end of the assessment, bring all the teams together for a documenta-

tion and analysis workshop. The suggested length of this workshop is three to tion and analysis workshop. The suggested length of this workshop is three to 

four days. Ask the team members to bring all assessment documentation toys. Ask the team members to bring all assessment documen

the workshop (for example, documented group discussions, note-takers notes,workshop (for example, documented group discussions, note-takers notes,

drawings and diagrams, notes of daily meetings, etc.) wings and diagrams, notes of daily meetings, etc.) 

The purpose of this workshop is to:e purpose of this workshop is to

the information from the different sites together and make sure allBring all the information from the different sites together and make

ns are documented, and new discoveries recordeddiscussions are documented, and new discoveries re

Analyze the information, producing the ‘findings’ or results of theAnalyze the information, producing the ‘findings’ or results of the

assssessment

Agree on recommendations for action on youth reproductive healthe on recommendations for action on youth reproductive health

Analyzing information

is of the information is the process of organizing the information andAnalysis of the information is the process of organizing the 

g the important themes and issues that it shows. identifying the important themes and issues that it shows. 

The assessment team made a list of topics and issues to explore during the asThe assessment team made a list of topics and issues to explore during the as--

sessment. Use this list to help organize the information from the assessment. sment. Use this list to help organize the information from the a

A quick way to organize large amounts of information is to write the different way to organize large amounts of information is to write the different 
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topics and issues on different cards and place these around the walls of the

workshop. Use different colors for different types of information. Ask the as-

sessment team to identify information from their assessment activities that fits

with the different topics and issues, and write this on cards. Place the cards in

riate place on the wall. the appropriate place on

Once the information has been sorted, the assessment team completes the Once the information has been sorted, the as

analysis by discussing the findings in detail. Use “guide questions” help the asussing the findings in detail. Use “guide q -

ent team complete the analysis for each topic. For example:sessment team complete the analysis for each topic. For example

What are the key themes or issues that were found? What are the mostat are the key themes or issues that were found? What are the m

common problems? Who is affected by these? Why?s? Who is affected by these? Why?

What are the most serious problems? Who is affected by these? WWhat are the most serious problems? Who is affected by these? Why?

What are the reasons and consequences for each problem?easons and consequences for each problem?

hat is the same and what is different among the views or experiences of What is the same and what is different among the views or experiences of 

different people (for example, girls, boys, teachers, or pafferent people (for example, girls, boys, teachers, or parents)?

Divide the assessment team into smaller groups and ask each group to sumDivide the assessment team into smaller groups and ask each group to s -

marize different sections of the findings. Present these summaries to the large marize different sections of the findings. Present these summaries to the lar

group and ask for feedback. Record the summaries, including feedback from the p and ask for feedback. Record the summaries, including feedback from th

large grouup.

Making recommendations

Use the findings from the assessment to make plans and recommendations for e findings from the assessment to make plans and recommendations fo

action. List the problems identified during the assessment and discuss how theytion. List the problems identified during the assessment and discuss how the

can be addressed. If the assessment identified many problems, it may be necescan be addressed. If the assessment identified many problems, it may be ne -

sary to prioritize the problems to be addressed. Include problems that are easier tize the problems to be addressed. Include problems that are e

to solve as well as more difficult problems. Encourage the assessment team to lve as well as more difficult problems. Encourage the assessment t

identify actions that they can take themselves, as well as actions needed byidentify actions that they can take themselves, as well as actions needed by 

other people.

Some problems will require the involvement of several stakeholders aome problems will require the involvement of several stakeholders and may re-

e resources. Remember that plans cannot be made for stakehquire resources. Remember that plans cannot be made for stakeholders who are

not present. However, activities can be suggested or recommended to them. ver, activities can be suggested or recommended to them. 
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Use (or adapt) the table below to develop recommendations and plan

activities.

Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4

What

activities 

will help to

solve the

problem?

Who wo will 

dodo the

activities?

e Who else 

s to beneeds t

volved?invo

What ree--

sourceses do 

we neneed? 

Whhere 

cacan we get

tthem?

 When will 

we do the

?activities?

How will

wwe know

if f what we 

are e doing is 

workking?
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2.6  Verifying and sharing the findings

Arrange a dissemination session with stakeholders in youth reproductive health 

and HIV/AIDS. The purpose of this session is to:

fy assessment findings with key stakeholdersVerify assessment 

key stakeholders of participatory processDevelop understanding among key stak

Review draft recommendations with key stakeholderscommendations with key stakeholders

t youth reproductive healAdvocate about youth reproductive health issues

Verifying findings means checking if the findings accurately describe the situation and

issues in the community. Verify findings by checking with stakeholders, including people 

who participated in the analysis. If people disagree with the findings, find out why. Ad-

ditional information from these stakeholders can be included in the findings.

Support the assessment team to prepare a presentation of assessment findings rt the assessment team to prepare a presentation of assessment fi

and recommendations (see Annex 5 for session plan). Examples of key stakendations (see Annex 5 for session plan). Examples of key s -

holders include: community members from assessment sites, youth organizaholders include: community members from assessment sites, youth organ -

tions, service providers, NGOs, government agencies, donors, churches, andns, service providers, NGOs, government agencies, donors, churches, an

faith-based organizations. A sample program for a half-day dissemination meetased organizations. A sample program for a half-day dissemination mee -

ing with key stakeholders is in Annex 6.key stakeholders is in An

Preparing a report of the assessment findings and recommendations is the final ng a report of the assessment findings and recommendations is the fina

step in dissemination of results. Distributing this report widely among stakein dissemination of results. Distributing this report widely among stak -

holders, including partners, donors, NGOs, and government agencies, is anotherholders, including partners, donors, NGOs, and government agencies, is anoth

opportunity to develop interest and secure support and resources to respondopportunity to develop interest and secure support and resources to resp

to the issues identified in the assessment. Consider translating the report into ues identified in the assessment. Consider translating the repor

local languages in order to enable greater circulation and understanding.local languages in order to enable greater circulation and understandin

2.7 Integrating participatory approaches throughout the projecg participatory approaches throughout the project
cyclecle

This guide details PLA tools and techniques that YouthNet haThis guide details PLA tools and techniques that YouthNet has successfully 

used to facilitate assessments with, and by, young people. Many of the tools used to facilitate assessments with, and by, young people. Many of the tools 

and approaches described in this guide can be adapted and applied at every roaches described in this guide can be adapted and applied at eve

stage of the project cycle: assessment, program design, implementation, and stage of the project cycle: assessment, program design, implementat
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monitoring and evaluation. For example, the participatory assessment process

enables young people to lead the process of analyzing information and making 

recommendations about future action.

Similar approaches can be used to enable community members, includingbers, including young

people, to participate in program design and plannind planning. For example, tools such 

as problem ranking (Section 3 No. 5) and future visioning (Section 3 No. 9) can No. 5) and future visioning (Section 3 No. 9) can 

be adapted for use with young and adult community members to prioritize ith young and adult community memb

problems that should be addressed and to agree on objectives definingshould be addressed and to agree on objectives defining what 

the project wect will achieve. 

Involving young and adult community members in identifying appropriate Involving young and adult community members in identifying appropriate 

meet the agreed objectives will enable community buy-strategies to meet the agreed objectives will enable community buy-in to the

ctivities. Youth and adult participation in selecting strategies will alsoproject activities. Youth and adult participation in selecting strategies w

d understanding in the community about the human, technical, and finanbuild understanding in the community about the human, te -

al resources available to the project and may encourage mobilization of comcial resources available to the project and may encourage mobilization of com-

munity resources. Tools such as the problem tree (Section 3 No. 7) can be usedmunity resources. Tools such as the problem tree (Section 3 No. 7) can be used

to identify possible strategies to address the priority problems (some strategiesntify possible strategies to address the priority problems (some s

will have been identified during the assessment). Possible strategies can thenhave been identified during the assessment). Possible strategies can then

be ranked according to how easy or difficult they would be to accomplish, theranked according to how easy or difficult they would be to accomplish, the

resources they require, how much impact they are likely to have, and how susesources they require, how much impact they are likely to have, and how -

tainable they are likely toainable they are likely to be. 

Involving young and adult community members in coordinating and implenvolving young and adult community members in coordinating a -

menting activities helps build ownership and confidence among communitymenting activities helps build ownership and confidence among com

members. Simple planning tools, such as a timeline, are useful to enable parmembers. Simple planning tools, such as a timeline, are useful to enable -

ticipation in planning. A planning timeline can be adapted from tools using pation in planning. A planning timeline can be adapted from tools using 

timelines and lifelines in this guide (Annex 2; Module 2, Activities 1 and 3). It lines and lifelines in this guide (Annex 2; Module 2, Activit

shows what activities will happen during the life of a project and who will do what activities will happen during the life of a project and who

what. A planning timeline is also a useful visual tool to help young and adult what. A planning timeline is also a useful visual tool to help young and adult 

mmunity members monitor project implementation. community members monitor project implementation

the assessment tools described in this guide can be adapted for useMany of the assessment tools described in this guide can be adapted fo

t activities. Peer group discussions using PLA tools are a cduring project activities. Peer group discussions using PLA tools are a common 

strategy to address issues relating to YRH and HIV knowledge and skills. For strategy to address issues relating to YRH and HIV knowledge and skills. For 
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example, A Picture of My Body (Section 3 No. 3) can be adapted to enable young 

people to learn about their bodies, about sexual health problems, and how these 

can be avoided, addressing gaps in knowledge identified during the assessment. 

rting different peer groups in the community to share their learning fromSupporting different p

address wider issues in the community by helpingthese discussions can help address w

young and adult community members understand the perspectives of different young and adult community members understa

people. For example, building understanding within the community about how mple, building understanding within the c

r norms increase the vulnerability of young people may contribute to a gender norms increase the vulnerability of young people may c

more supportive environment for YRH and HIVmore supportive environment for YRH and HIV prevention. 

PLA tools can also be adapted to enable young and adult community members PLA tools can also be adapted to enable young and adult community members 

pate in monitoring and evaluation. For example, tools usto participate in monitoring and evaluation. For example, tools used during the 

assessment can be repeated after a period of time in order to see wment can be repeated after a period of time in order to see what any

change has taken place. Young and adult community members can alsplace. Young and adult community members can also be 

involved in setting indicators. Indicators selected by community members winvolved in setting indicators. Indicators selected by community members will 

reflect changes that are important to them, and can be used alongside indicareflect changes that are important to them, and can be used alongside indica--

tors required by other stakeholders such as governments and donors. Tools such red by other stakeholders such as governments and donors. Tool

as Futurama (Section 3 No. 9) can be adapted to set indicators. For example, as Futurama (Section 3 No. 9) can be adapted to set indicators. For exam

participants imagine the future when the project objectives have been met, andparticipants imagine the future when the project objectives have been met, a

ask themselves, “What will tell us we are making progress towards this future?”themselves, “What will tell us we are making progress towards this future

The answers to this question will provide possible indicators. Support commuwers to this question will provide possible indicators. Support commu-

nity members to select indicators from among these that are simple and easy bers to select indicators from among these that are simple and easy

to measurre. 

If community members are not involved in setting indicators, PLA tools such as ommunity members are not involved in setting indicators, PLA tools such a

Futurama (Section 3 No. 9) or Timeline (Annex 2, Module 2, Activity 1) can also Futurama (Section 3 No. 9) or Timeline (Annex 2, Module 2, Activity 1) can a

be adapted for use during evaluation to identify changes that have happenedr use during evaluation to identify changes that have happe

that are significant to young and adult community members. For example, come significant to young and adult community members. For exampl -

munity members can draw or describe the current situation and the situation atmunity members can draw or describe the current situation and the situation at

the start of the project. Comparison of these two pictures will help to highligthe start of the project. Comparison of these two pictures will help to highlight

important changes. ges. 

g young and adult community members in monitoring aInvolving young and adult community members in monitoring and evaluation

also means involving them in collecting and analyzing the information. Ensure also means involving them in collecting and analyzing the information. Ensure 

that community members involved in collecting information know why it ismmunity members involved in collecting information know why i

how it will be used. Involve young and adult communitybeing collected and how it will be used. Involve young and adult co
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members in analyzing information by including them in evaluation teams and 

by describing evaluation findings at community meetings and adapting the pro-

cess of analysis, verification, and dissemination from the assessment process. 

Using PLA tools and approaches at every stage of the YRH and HIVYRH and HIV/AIDS

project cycle helps make sure that programs are rems are responsive to the real needs 

of young people, and helps build a sense of ownership among young peopleild a sense of ownership among young people

and the wider community. This increases the effectiveness and sustainability unity. This increases the effectiveness an

of individual programs. It also enables long-term and wide-reaching chanrograms. It also enables long-term and wide-reaching change by

empowering young and adult community members with increased capacity,ering young and adult community members with increased capacity,

problem-solving ability, and decision-makingoblem-solving ability, and decision-making power.

below summarizes the benefits of integrating participThe diagram below summarizes the benefits of integrating participatory ap-

 into each stage of the project cycle.proaches into each stage of the project

Conduct participatory 
assessments

Monitoring 
and evaluation

Design and 
implement program 

interventions

Disseminate 
findings

YRH Project CycleProject Cy
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Benefits of Integrating Participatory Approaches 
Throughout the YRH Project Cycle

Participatory assessment process can help:

Increase capacity among young people and other local stakeholders

Build interest and ownership of the program among the community

Resource mobilization by community

Develop community action plans

Change attitudes relating to YRH among young people and adults in the 

community

Increase understanding and consensus building between adults and young people

Develop programs informed by youth and the wider community

Build support and buy-in for future YRH programming

Youth are partners in development

Disseminating findings can help:

Check findings with the wider community and stakeholders

Influence policy and decision-makers

Influence and inform government and non-government agencies to mobilize them

for action

Participatory monitoring and evaluation can help:

Provide feedback to communities and other stakeholders about progress

Provide information about which YRH strategies are effective

Empower youth and adult community members to solve their own problems

Participatory project design and implementation can help:

Increase responsiveness of YRH program design

Increase impact of YRH program

Encourage community-based organizations to initiate or modify interventions on 

the basis of the assessment findings

Increase youth and community control over decision-making
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2.8  Strategies for scaling up participatory approaches and
processes

Scaling up YRH and HIV/AIDS programs is a priority for many donors and policy-

makers, given the scale of need in many countries. Participatory processes are 

intensive, requiring skilled facilitators and time. There are no easy shorte no easy shortcuts. It 

is important to plan strategies for scaling up particup participatory YRH and HIV/AIDS

programs carefully, taking into account the need to maintain quality. Coordinaaccount the need to maintain quality. Coordina--

tion of activities becomes increasingly important as programs go to scale. mes increasingly important as programs g

Practical strategies for scaling up participatory youth reproductive health prostrategies for scaling up participatory youth reproductive health pro-

grams ms include:

Cascade approach to training

roup of ‘master’ facilitators as trainers in PLA tools and approaches.Train a group of ‘master’ facilitators as trainers in PLA tools and approac

trainers train other facilitators of the PLA tools and approaches. It is esThese trainers train other facilitators of the PLA tools and ap -

ntial that the ‘master’ facilitators have practical experience and skills in facilisential that the ‘master’ facilitators have practical experience and skills in facili--

tating PLA tools as part of a participatory process. Remember that follow-uptating PLA tools as part of a participatory process. Remember that follow-up

support is required after any training, and plan for this from the beginning. rt is required after any training, and plan for this from the beginn

Working with local partners

Identify local partners, such as local NGOs or community-based organizations,dentify local partners, such as local NGOs or community-based organizatio

which are interested in strengthening participation in their YRH programs andwhich are interested in strengthening participation in their YRH progra

projects. Provide training and ongoing capacity-building support to enable loprojects. Provide training and ongoing capacity-building support to -

cal partners to integrate participatory approaches into all aspects of their procal partners to integrate participatory approaches into all aspects of -

grams. Support networking, coordination, and sharing of experiences betweengrams. Support networking, coordination, and sharing of experiences b

local partners. ocal partners

Networking and coordination

Develop networks and coordination mechanisms between different projects op networks and coordination mechanisms between differen

and programs using participatory approaches in YRH. Share information aboutand programs using participatory approaches in YRH. Share information about

ssessment findings, priorities for action, lessons learned, effective strategies,assessment findings, priorities for action, lessons learned, effective strategies,

achievements. Share resources — such as skilled facilitators — where posand achievements. Share resources — such as skilled facilita -

ork together to influence policy makers and plansible. Work together to influence policy makers and planners.
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Monitor and evaluate the benefits of participatory approaches 

Use a combination of qualitative and quantitative monitoring and evaluation 

approaches to provide reliable information about the impact of participatory

YRH programs. Ensure that the programs are well-documented. Demonstrating 

ements of participatory YRH programs will help mobilize increased the achievements of pa

e-up of programs.resources to support the scale-up of pr
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A GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY ASSESSMENT

.  PLA TOOLKIT

This section contains a set of simple PLA tools — a ‘toolkit’ — for use in YRH

and HIV/AIDS programs. Guidelines for using the tools are deliberately brief, to 

encourage their adaptation and flexible use. Be creative! encourage their a

ne tools in this toolkit to facilitate participaYouthNet progams used the first nine tools -

tory group discussions with young people. Tool 10 (Typical Girl and Typical Boy) up discussions with young people. Tool 10 (Typ

and Tool 11 (Causes and Consequences of Sexual Health Problems) were used and Tool 11 (Causes and Consequences of Sexual Health Prob

p discussions with key adults and young people.during focus group discussions with key adults and young people.

As explained in Section 2.3, Module 3 of the assessment team training (Let’section 2.3, Module 3 of the assessment team training (Let’s

nd Out) involves learning how to use the tools. The assessmeFind Out) involves learning how to use the tools. The assessment team should

practice each tool during the training, to enable them to learn topractice each tool during the training, to enable them to learn to use them

effectively, developing the necessary facilitation skills. Practice can takeveloping the necessary facilitation skills. Practice can take place 

at the training site, by dividing the participants into small groups. Each smat the training site, by dividing the participants into small groups. Each small

group demonstrates a tool to the larger group, and then receives feedback on group demonstrates a tool to the larger group, and then receives feedback on 

how to improve facilitation. o improve fac

After practicing each tool during the training, ask participants to summarizeAfter practicing each tool during the training, ask participants to summa

the steps to facilitating use of the tool. This will help prepare them for using the he steps to facilitating use of the tool. This will help prepare them for using th

tools in the field. Participants should also note the questions asked to stimulate n the field. Participants should also note the questions asked to stimulat

discussion. This will provide them with a useful list of potential questions thatn. This will provide them with a useful list of potential questions tha

they can draw from when they are facilitating the tools themselves. It is also verydraw from when they are facilitating the tools themselves. It is also very

helpful to arrange field practice of the tools during the training. See o arrange field practice of the tools during the training. See Annex or 3 fo

details.s.
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. MY UNIVERSE

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to:

Identify the important people in their lives and toves and to think about the relation-

ships they have with them

Think about how gender (being a boy or being a girl) affects issues of sexualw gender (being a boy or being a girl) affects issues of sexual-

ity, reproductive health, and HIV/STI prevention oductive health, and HIV/STI pr

Think about how the sexual and reproductive health of different people isThink about how the sexual and reproductive health of differen

er aspects of life, such as where they live, what they do, work, related to other aspects of life, such as where they live, what they do, work, 

ationships with other people, etc.study, relationships with other people, etc

MATERIALS NEEDED

LLocal materials or flip chart paper, colored paper cut in different sizes of shapes,ocal materials or flip chart paper, colored paper cut in different sizes of shapes,

marker pepens, glue

TIME NEEDED

Between 90 minutes and two hoursetween 90 minutes and two ho

HOW TO DO IT

that this is an individual exercise and that everyone is going to proExplain that this is an individual exercise and that everyone is going -

map of his or her personal universe.duce a map of his or her perso

Ask participants to close their eyes and think for a minute about the imporAsk participants to close their eyes and think for a minute about the impor--

tant people in their lives (for example, family, friends, neighbors, teachers, ant people in their lives (for example, family, friends, neighbor

pastorors, etc.).

Distribute the materials and ask each participant to make his or her universe,Distribute the materials and ask each participant to make his or her universe,

owing all the important people in their lives. showing all the important people in their lives. 

Explain:

ant places his or herself at the center of the universe.Each participant places his or herself at the center of th

›

›

›

›

›

›

›
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Give each person in the universe a shape and size (the most important 

people have the largest sizes).

Think about how close each person is and how easy they are to talk to.

Place the people who are closest to you, and easiest to talk to, close toPlace th

gramyou on the diagram.

Ask participants to think about the things and issues that are importantAsk participants to think about the things an

in their lives, such as food and shelter, family, school, money, love, sex, and h as food and shelter, family, school, m

y. Explain that some issues are difficult to talk about (for example, sexuality. Explain that some issues are difficult to talk about 

sex).sex).

Ask participants to think about how easy or difficult it is to talk about sex o think about how easy or difficult it is to talk about sex 

exuality with the people in their universe. Use the guand sexuality with the people in their universe. Use the guide questions

below to help participants reflect on thiselow to help participants reflect on this.

Ask participants to explain their universe to the explain their universe to the group.

GUIDE QUESTIONS

How easy or difficult is it for you to talk about sex and sexur difficult is it for you to talk about sex and sexuality? 

Which of the people in your universe can you talk to about sex and sexualWhich of the people in your universe can you talk to about sex and sexu -

ity? Why?y? Why

What helps you to trust these people?helps you to trust thes

Which of the people in your universe can’t you talk to about sex and sexualich of the people in your universe can’t you talk to about sex and sexua -

ity? Why?ity? Wh

What topics related to sex and sexuality are easier to discussWhat topics related to sex and sexuality are easier to discuss? Why?

What topics related to sex and sexuality are difficult or impossible to disat topics related to sex and sexuality are difficult or impossible -

cuss? Why?cuss? Why

Is it the same or different if you are a boy or a gdifferent if you are a boy or a girl? Why?

–

–
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. MY FAMILY

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to:

Identify responses within the family to different different sexual and reproductive

health problems of family membersembers

Identify how the family can help individual members have good sexual andhe family can help individual members have good sexual and

reproductiveuctive health

Identify how the family can contribute to poor sexual and reproductive Identify how the family can contribute to poor sexual and rep

dual membershealth of individual members

re the impact on individuals and the family when different family Explore the impact on individuals and the family when different famil

embers have sexual and reproductive health problems members have sexual and reproductive health problems 

Explore how the family affects the sexual and reproductive health of ite how the family affects the sexual and reproductive health of its 

membmbers 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Local materials or flip chart paper, marker pens, masking tapeocal materials or flip chart paper, marker pens, masking

TIME NEEDED

Between 60 and 90 minBetween 60 and 90 minutes 

HOW TO DO IT

Ask the participants to spend one minute thinking about their families, Ask the participants to spend one minute thinking about 

about their family members, and the relationships between them.out their family members, and the relationships between them.

Divide the participants into small grouthe participants into small groups.

k each group to imagine an ‘ideal family’ that might live in a community Ask each group to imagine an ‘ideal family’ that might live in a

eirs. Ask each group to draw a picture of the family they imagine,like theirs. Ask each group to draw a picture of the family they imagine,

ildren and youngincluding children and young people.
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Ask participants to use the guide questions below to identify factors that 

help individual family members in their ‘ideal family’ have good reproduc-cc

tive health. Identify factors what contribute to poor reproductive health of 

individual family members. Write these factors on the portraits.

ortraits around the room for participants to view and Place the family portraits ar

discuss.

Facilitate a discussion about the portraits with the large group.ssion about the portraits with the large

GUIDE QUESTIONS

Is it easy or difficult to discuss issues related to sex and sexuality within theult to discuss issues related to sex and sexuality within the

mily? Why? Why not?family? Why

What does a young family member do when she or he has a sexual ooes a young family member do when she or he has a sexual or repro-

ductive health problemoblem?

Does the family respond in the same way if it is a young man or if it is aDoes the family respond in the same way if it is a young man or if it is a

young woman? g woman? 

Who in the family teaches girls about menstruation, reproduction, sexualityWho in the family teaches girls about menstruation, reproduction, sexua

and pregnancy?and p

Who in the family teaches boys about reproduction, sexuality ando in the family teaches boys about reproduction, sexuality and

pregnancy?anc

What does the family do when a daughter gets pregnant before marriage?at does the family do when a daughter gets pregnant before marriage?

What does the family do when a son gets a girl pregnant before marriage?What does the family do when a son gets a girl pregnant before marriag

What does the girl’s family do? What about the neighbors?What does the girl’s family do? What about the 

What happens when a family member has HIV or AIDS? Socially, economiat happens when a family member has HIV or AIDS? Socially, ec -

cally, and emotionally?cally, and 
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. A PICTURE OF MY BODY

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to:

Discuss issues related to their bodies and their sexd their sexuality

Think about how they feel about their bodies and about the words thatfeel about their bodies and about the words th

describe the sexual pxual parts of their bodies

Explore how knowledge of their bodies and sexuality affects their sexual ore how knowledge of their bodies and sexuality affects their sexual 

health and how they see themselves health and how they see themselves 

MATERIALS NEEDED

L materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens ocal materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens 

TIME NEEDED

Between 90 minutes and two hoeen 90 minutes and two hours

HOW TO DO IT

the participants into small groups of boys and girls. If possible, divideDivide the participants into small groups of boys and girls. If possible

into older and younger boys and older and younger girgroups into older and younger boys and older and younger girls.

ble, have one mixed group of boys and girls, if participants are comIf possible, have one mixed group of boys and girls, if participants -

with this.fortable w

Ask each group of participants to draw the body of a man and the body of aAsk each group of participants to draw the body of a man and the body of a

woman. Encourage the participants to show the internal sexual and reprowoman. Encourage the participants to show the internal sex -

ductive organs as well as the sexual organs on the outside of the bodies.ctive organs as well as the sexual organs on the outside of the bodi

Ask the participants to think of the ‘proper’ or ‘scientific’ words for the participants to think of the ‘proper’ or ‘scientific’ words for the 

sexual and reproductive organs and for all the sexual activities that theysexual and reproductive organs and for all the sexual a

w. Write these words on flip chart paper. Under each word, ask the parknow. Write these words on flip chart paper. Under each word, ask -

to write down all the popular or slang words that they kticipants to write down all the popular or slang words that they know.

sion using the guide questions below.Facilitate a discussion using the guide questions below.
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GUIDE QUESTIONS

How did you feel doing the exercise? All-girl groups? All-boy groups? Mixed 

group?

d how do young people learn about sex and sexuality?Where and how do yo

How do young people who are not in school learn about sex andHow do young people who are not i

sexuality?

he words we use important when we talk about issues and probHow are the words we use important when we talk about issue -

lems relating to sex and sexuality? lems relating to sex and sexuali

How important is it to know about the sexual and reprodHow important is it to know about the sexual and reproductive organs?

What kinds of problems or illnesses relating to the sexual and repWhat kinds of problems or illnesses relating to the sexual and reproductive 

organs do you knyou know?

How do you think a boy would feel if he finds out he has an STI? How wouldHow do you think a boy would feel if he finds out he has an STI? How would

a girl feel?a girl feel?

How would a young girl feel if she finds out she is pregnantd a young girl feel if she finds out she is pregnant?

Where can boys and girls with sexual health problems for treatment or Where can boys and girls with sexual health problems for treatment 

helpelp?

What kinds of services do you think young people need to be provided in t kinds of services do you think young people need to be provided in

these places?e plac
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. MAPPING MY COMMUNITY

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to reflect on community-related factors that affect

sexual and reproductive health and HIV/STI prevention by:y

Exploring what places are important to their development, health, educamportant to their development, health, educa-

tion, and happiness

Identifying where they can go and where they cannot going where they can go and where they cannot go

Identifying risks related to different places and how to avoid them Identifying risks related to different places and how to avoid them

MATERIALS NEEDED

L materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens ocal materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens 

TIME NEEDED

Between 90 minutes and 2 hourseen 90 minutes and 2 hours

HOW TO DO IT

the group into small mixed groups of boys and girls.Divide the group into small mixed groups of boys

ch group to draw a map of their community, showing the differentAsk each group to draw a map of their community, showing the

hat are important to them.places that are important to

he maps with the participants, using the guide questions below.Discuss the maps with the participants, using the guide questions below

GUIDE QUESTIONS

What are the main ways that community members earn money? Where do at are the main ways that community members earn money? Where d

these different activities take place?ifferent activities take place?

ho lives in this community? For example, what different religions and Who lives in this community? For example, what different

backgrounds do people have? What languages do people speak?ethnic backgrounds do people have? What languages do people speak?

ng people meet? What do they do when they meet? WhatWhere do young people meet? What do they do when they meet? What

times of day do they meet?times of day do they meet
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Is it the same for boys and girls? Who spends more time outside the house

and why?

Where do boyfriends and girlfriends meet? What kinds of sexual practices 

do they do? For example, hugging? Masturbation? Oral sex? Vaginal sex?do they do

ndoms or not using condoms?Anal sex? Using condoms or 

What are the common sexual and reproductive health problems that peoWhat are the common sexual and reproductiv -

ple face? Who is more vulnerable to these problems — boys or girls? Youngmore vulnerable to these problems — 

or old people? Why?people or old peo

Which places might lead to sexual and reproductive health problems?ch places might lead to sexual and reproductive health problem

Why?

Where are sexual and reproductive health services provided?Where are sexual and reproductive health services p

If a boy or girl has a sexual health problem, where can they go for help?has a sexual health problem, where can they go for help? 
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. IDENTIFYING AND RANKING PROBLEMS

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to:

Explore problems relating to sex, sexuality, and lity, and sexual and reproductive

health

Prioritize problems according to their frequency and seriousnessems according to their frequency and

MATERIALS NEEDED

LLocal materials or flip chart paper, cards or smaller papers in two different colors, ocal materials or flip chart paper, cards or smaller papers in two different colors, 

 marker pens masking tape, marker pens 

TIME NEEDED

90 minutes90 minutes

HOW TO DO IT

e group into small groups of three peoDivide the group into small groups of three people.

h group to brainstorm sexual and reproductive health problems Ask each group to brainstorm sexual and reproductive health pr

ed during previous discussions.identified during previous d

arge group, list all the problems.In the large group, list all th

he participants into groups of boys and groups of girls. Ask them toDivide the participants into groups of boys and groups of girls. Ask them

add problems that they think are missing.add problems that they think ar

Give each group two sets of cards of different colors.ve each group two sets of cards of d

Ask each group to write each problem on two cards, of different colors.ch group to write each problem on two cards, of different colors.

Ask the group to discuss which of the problems are most frequent. PlaceAsk the group to discuss which of the problems are mo

et of problem cards (one color) in order of frequeone set of problem cards (one color) in order of frequency.

p to discuss which of the problems are most serious. Place the Ask the group to discuss which of the problems are most serious. Place the 

other set of problem cards (the other color) in order of seriousness.other set of problem cards (the other color) in order of serio
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Discuss what the cards show, using the guide questions below.

GUIDE QUESTIONS

Why do you think some sexual and reproductive health problems are more Why do

thers?frequent than others?

What are the reasons that some problems are very frequent in the What are the reasons that some problem

community?

hink some sexual or reproductive health problems are more Why do you think some sexual or reproductive health problems

serious therious than others?

What are the reasons that some sexual and reproductive What are the reasons that some sexual and reproductive health problems 

are very serious in the community?are very serious in the community?

What are the differences in the views of men and women, or girls and differences in the views of men and women, or girls and boys, 

about the frequency of different sexual and reproductive health problemsabout the frequency of different sexual and reproductive health problems?

What are the differences in the views of men and women, or girls and What are the differences in the views of men and women, or gi

boys, about the seriousness of different sexual and reproductive healthout the seriousness of different sexual and reproductive h

problems?p
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. WHY DO PROBLEMS HAPPEN?

WHY USE IT?

Explore the reasons that people have unsafe sexsafe sex

Identify strategies to avoid unoid unsafe sex

MATERIALS NEEDED

Local materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens cal materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens 

TIME NEEDED

s2 hours

HOW TO DO IT

Brainstorm sexual practices that are very risky. (This means sexual practices rainstorm sexual practices that are very risky. (This means sexu

that lead to sexual health problems such as HIV infection or unwanted that lead to sexual health problems such as HIV infection or unwanted 

cy.)pregnancy

ticipants to explain why these practices are risky — what problemsAsk participants to explain why these practices are risky — what pr

ult?can resu

participants to think about specific situations when these high-risk Ask the participants to think about specific situations when these h

ractices happen. For example, who does them? Where do they take sexual practices happen. For example, who does them? Where do they

ow do they haplace? How do they happen?

Divide the participants into single-sex groups. If possible, divide into groupsDivide the participants into single-sex groups. If possible, divid

of similar ages too.similar ages too

Explain that the activity is to draw a cartoon, starting at the end of the story. that the activity is to draw a cartoon, starting at the end of the story. 

There are 5 pictures in the cartoon. The participants start by drawing Picture There are 5 pictures in the cartoon. The participants start 

hich shows the moment when the unsafe sex is taking place.5, which shows the moment when the unsafe sex is taking place.

ipants draw Picture 4, which shows what happens just beforeNext, participants draw Picture 4, which shows what happens just before

es place.the unsafe sex takes pl
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Next, participants draw Picture 3, which shows the situation that leads to 

Picture 4, and so on.

Ask the participants to think about the choices that the young people have 

in each picture. Write these choices at the top of the picture.in each pict

nk about what leads to the situation shown in Ask the participants to think about

each picture. Write this under each picture.each picture. Write this under each picture.

Discuss what the cartoons show, using the guide questions below.Discuss what the cartoons show, using the guide questions 

GUIDE QUESTIONS

What are the most important high-risk sexual practices thWhat are the most important high-risk sexual practices that you know of?

Why are they so risky?Why are they so risky?

What leads a young person with information about avoiding unwantng person with information about avoiding unwanted 

pregnancy, or HIV/STI infection, to do high-risk sexual practices?pregnancy, or HIV/STI infection, to do high-risk sexual practices?

How do you think the young people in your cartoons feel before havingdo you think the young people in your cartoons feel before h

unsafe sex? What goes through his or her mind? What are the emotions, orWhat goes through his or her mind? What are the emotion

the physical feelings that he or she has?the physical feelings that

If you were in his or her situation, what could you do realisticalyou were in his or her situation, what could you do realistically?
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. PROBLEM TREE

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to:

Explore the causes and effects of sexual and reprodand reproductive health problems 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Problem cardcards (see below) 

LLocal materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens ocal materials or flip chart paper, masking tape, marker pens 

TIME NEEDED

utes90 minute

HOW TO DO IT

Prepare a set of cards in advance. Each card describes a sexual or reprorepare a set of cards in advance. Each card describes a sexual -

ductive health problem experienced by young people identified during the ductive health problem experienced by young people identified during the 

discussions.previous di

participants into small groups of boys and girls.Divide participants into small groups of boys and 

h group to make a large drawing of a tree. Ask them to include the Ask each group to make a large drawing of a tree. Ask them to in

oots, and branches.trunk, roots, and branches.

h group a problem card. Each group writes the problem on the card Give each group a problem card. Each group writes the problem on the c

ter of a flip chart paper.at the center of a flip chart pap

Ask each group to identify the main causes of the problem. Ask them tosk each group to identify the main causes of the problem. A

write each cause on one of the large roots of the tree.te each cause on one of the large root

Where possible, identify causes for each of these causes. Show these on Where possible, identify causes for each of these causes. Show these on 

mall roots coming off the larger roots of the trsmall roots coming off the larger roots of the tree.

 group to identify the consequences of the problem. Write these on Ask each group to identify the consequences of the problem. Write these on 

of the tree.the branches of t
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Where possible, identify the consequences of the consequences. Show these

as smaller branches coming off the larger branches of the tree.

Discuss the diagram, using the guide questions below.

GUIDE QUESTIONS

What are the main causes of the problems? Can they be addressed? How? What are the main causes of the problems? 

Who needs to be invobe involved?

underlying causes of the problems? Can they be addressed?What are the underlying causes of the problems? Can they be a

How? Who needs to be involved?How? Who needs to be involved

What community resources and abilities can be used What community resources and abilities can be used to address the

ccauses?

Are the chains of causes and consequences the same for boys and for s of causes and consequences the same for boys and for girls? 

Are they the same for educated young people as for young people who havAre they the same for educated young people as for young people who have 

been to school?not been 

How can the chain of consequences be broken? Who needthe chain of consequences be broken? Who needs to act?
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. WHO CAN HELP ME?

WHY USE IT?

Identify important sources of information and suon and support relating to YRH in 

the area

Identify sexual and reproductive health service providers in the areaand reproductive health service prov

Discuss accessibility to different information sources and service providers cuss accessibility to different information sources and service providers 

ty of different serviDiscuss the quality of different services

MATERIALS NEEDED

L al materials or flip chart paper, marker pens, colored card cut-outs, glue ocal materials or flip chart paper, marker pens, colored card

TIME NEEDED

1 hourur

HOW TO DO IT

participants into small groups of people from the same community Divide participants into small groups of people from the same com

or area.

ticipants to think of a typical young person with a sexual health Ask participants to think of a typical young person with a sexual 

 and brainstorm the services, organizations, and people that thisproblem, and brainstorm the services, organizations, and people that t

n turn to information, help, or support.person can turn to information, help, or support.

Write each service, organization, or person on a colored card. The moreWrite each service, organization, or person on a colored card. Th

important the service, organization, or person the larger the card. On each ortant the service, organization, or person the larger the card. On each 

card, write the type of help the service, organization, or person provides. rite the type of help the service, organization, or person provides. 

rvices, organizations, and people that are nearby are placed close to the Services, organizations, and people that are nearby are placed

m on the diagram. Services, organizations, and people that are disproblem on the diagram. Services, organizations, and people that are dis-

ced far away from the problem on the diagram.tant are placed far away from the problem on t

›
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›
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›
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Ask participants the different costs involved in visiting different services, 

organizations, or people for help or information. Show these costs on the 

cards.

Ask participants to discuss the quality of the information, advice, or services Ask particip

e quality of each information, advice, and services on theprovided. Show the quality o

cards.

Ask participants to discuss the friendliness and attitudes of the service proto discuss the friendliness and attitude -

organization staff, or individual people. Show the friendliness andviders, organization staff, or individual people. Show the frie

attattitudes on the cards.

Discuss what the diagrams show, using the guide.diagrams show, using the

GUIDE QUESTIONS

What makes some services or information better than others?e services or information better than other

What makes some services, organizations, or people easier to access thanWhat makes some services, organizations, or people easier to access than

others?rs?

Who can access services easily? Who finds it difficult to access services?Who can access services easily? Who finds it difficult to access services?

What services, organizations, or people are most useful for which YRHWhat services, organizations, or people are most useful for which YR

problems? Why?blems

What sorts of attitudes should service providers have towards young sorts of attitudes should service providers have towards young

peopple?
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. FUTURAMA!

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to:

Imagine an ideal world without the problems theylems they have identified so far

Identify interventions that would assist progress towards this ideal worldhat would assist progress towards this ideal world

Identify which of these interventions are feasiblehich of these interventions are feas

Contribute to recommendations for future acontribute to recommendations for future action

MATERIALS NEEDED

L aterials, flip chart paper, pensocal materials, flip chart paper, pens

TIME NEEDED

90 minututes

HOW TO DO IT

ticipants to brainstorm and summarize the problems that have beenAsk participants to brainstorm and summarize the problems that hav

ed during earlier discussions. List these problems on flip chart.identified during earlier discussions. List these problems on flip ch

the participants into small groups. Ask each group to imagine a Divide the participants into small groups. Ask each group to im

where these problems do not exist. Write or draw a description of world where these problems do not exist. Write or draw a descrip

d.this world

Ask each group to think about interventions that would help solve probAsk each group to think about interventions that would help solve prob-

lems and reach the ideal worms and reach the ideal world.

Ask each group to feedback on their ideas. Use the guide questions below toch group to feedback on their ideas. Use the guide questions below to

facilitate a discussion about the suggested interventions.facilitate a discussion about the suggested interventi

e which interventions are high priority and feasiblAgree which interventions are high priority and feasible.

GUIDE QUESTIONS

 What interventions address the most serious pWhat interventions address the most serious problems?

›
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How effective would the different interventions be? How do we know?

Who needs to be involved in the interventions?

What materials or resources are needed for the interventions?

would be most difficult to do? Why?Which interventions would be

Which interventions would be easiest to do? Why?Which interventions would be easiest to do? W

›

›
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PLA tools for interviewing adults

These tools are useful for facilitating focus group discussions with adult stakehold-

ers. Each tool takes between 90 minutes and 2 hours. If possible, hold two discus-

sions with each group of adults. This will allow enough time for all the issues to

be covered. If this is not possible, try to extend the discussion to arounssion to around two and

a half hours. Group discussions with adult participt participants are likely to require some 

assistance from adult facilitators, at least until adults get used to young people ors, at least until adults get used to young people 

taking a leading role in YRH and HIV/AIDS programming.n YRH and HIV/AIDS programming.
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. TYPICAL GIRL AND TYPICAL BOY

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps participants to:

uss issues relating to young people, gender, and sexualIdentify and discuss issues 

health

Explore communication between young people and adults about sex andnication between young people and a

sexuality

Explore availability of sexual health services for yoplore availability of sexual health services for young people 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Local materials, or flip chart paper, marker peterials, or flip chart paper, marker pens

TIME NEEDED

Between 90 minutes and 2 hoursen 90 minute

HOW TO DO IT

Divide the participants into two groups.ivide the participants into

Ask one group to draw a picture of a typical girl and one group to draw a ne group to draw a picture of a typical girl and one group to draw a

picture of a typical boyre of a typical boy.

Ask each group to use the guide questions below to discuss their concerns,Ask each group to use the guide questions below to discuss their concern

knowledge, experiences, and strategies relating to young people and sexual knowledge, experiences, and strategies relating to young people and sexu

health.

Ask each group to note down the key points of their disAsk each group to note down the key points of their discussion.

Ask each group to share the findings of their discussion with the largAsk each group to share the findings of their discussion with the large

group.

GUIDE QUESTIONS

How does the girl or boy in the picture feel when her or his body starts toe girl or boy in the picture feel when her or his body starts to

change?change?
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Where does she or he get information about these changes? Who does she 

or he talk to about these changes?

How do children and young people talk about their sexuality?

As an adult, how do you feel about these physical changes (wl changes (whether or not

the child is related to you)? Do they worry yy worry you?

What kind of guidance do you feel that a girl or boy needs during this stage nce do you feel that a girl or boy needs dur

of their life?

What role do parents, close relatives, or friends have in educating childrenWhat role do parents, close relatives, or friends have in educating children

lity?about their sexuality?

e do organizations (such as schools, churches, community centers,What role do organizations (such as schools, churches, community centers,

overnments) have in educating children about their sexuality?or governments) have in educating children about their sexuality?

Who helps or guides the girl or boy at this time? How is this done in yourWho helps or guides the girl or boy at this time? How is this done in your

commumunity?

What kinds of problems related to their sexuality do young people face?What kinds of problems related to their sexuality do young peop

rl or boy has a problem relating to her or his sexuality, what doesWhen a girl or boy has a problem relating to her or his sexuality, what does

e do? Who does she or he go to?she or he do? Who does she o

exual health services are available for young people? Who provides What sexual health services are available for young people? Who 

What is their quality?them? What is their quality

iscipline or punishment happens when young people break sexual What discipline or punishment happens when young people break

your community? How common is thi‘rules’ in your community? How common is this?

What do adults know about sexual practices among children and young What do adults know about sexual practices among children and young 

people? How do they feel? What do they think? How do they react?eople? How do they feel? What do they think? How do they rea

Who do young people have sex with? Other young people? Older people?do young people have sex with? Other young people? Older people?

How common is this? In what ways does it happen? Is it the same for girls How common is this? In what ways does it happen? Is it the same for girls 

d for boys?and f

young people know about problems relating to sex, suWhat do young people know about problems relating to sex, such as un-

ncy, HIV, and STIs?wanted pregnancy, HIV, and STIs?
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. CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF SEXUAL HEALTH PROBLEMS 

EXPERIENCED BY YOUNG PEOPLE

WHY USE IT?

This tool helps partici

Explore the problems identified in the previous discussion (typical girl andExplore the problems identified in the pre

typical boy) in moreoy) in more detail

the problemsPrioritize the proble

Identify and explore the causes and consequencesfy and explore the causes and consequences of the problems

MATERIALS NEEDED

Local materials or flip chart paper, marker pensals or flip chart paper, marker pens

TIME NEEDED

Between 90 minutes and 2 hours0 minutes a

HOW TO DO IT

Ask participants to brainstorm and list the problems identified in the previparticipants to brainstorm and list the problems identified in the prev -

ous discussion (typical girl and typical boy).iscussion (typical girl an

Ask participants to put the problems in order of frequency.participants to put the problems in order of fre

Ask participants to put the problems in order to seriousness.Ask participants to put the problems in order to s

Divide the participants into two groups. Ask one group to select the two participants into two groups. Ask one group to select the 

most frequent problems. Ask the other group to select the two most serifrequent problems. Ask the other group to select the two mo -

ous problems.ous problem

Ask the participants to write each problem at the center of a piece of nts to write each problem at the center of a piece of flip 

chart paper.per.

the participants to discuss and identify the causes of eachAsk the participants to discuss and identify the causes of each problem, and 

write these underneath tneath the problem.
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Ask the participants to discuss and identify the consequences of each prob-

lem and write these above the problem.

Ask each group to give feedback to the larger group, and discuss the

findings.

GUIDE QUESTIONS

What are the most serist serious problems? 

What are the most frequent problems?are the most frequent problem

Who is most affected by these problemWho is most affected by these problems? Why?

being done to address the causes and consequences of What is being done to address the causes and consequences of the prob-

at the moment? Why? Why not?lems at the moment? Why? Why no

What can be done to address the causes of the most serious problems?What can be done to address the causes of the most

What can be done to address the causes of the most frequent problems?at can be done to address the causes of the most frequent problems?

›
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.  ANNEXES

ANNEX 1: TRAINING THE ASSESSMENT TEAM  MODULE 1

Setting the stage

ep in training facilitators for the participatory assessment is to deThe first step in training -

nvironment for participants to work together. The velop a friendly supportive environme

following acfollowing activities will help participants:

o relax and get to know each othTo relax and get to know each other

To share their expectations and fears about the To share their expectations and fears about the training

To understand the objectives of the trainingTo understand the objectives of the training

To agree ‘ground rules’ to help the training run smoothlyTo agree ‘ground rules’ to help the training run smoot

There are three short activities in Module 1. The total time required is appractivities in Module 1. The total time required is approxi-

ately 90 minutes.mately 90

If customary, open the training with a short prayer. Invite a program represenry, open the training with a short prayer. Invite a program rep -

tative, or a key local stakeholder, to formally open the training. Welcome the tative, or a key local stakeholder, to formally open the training. Welcome 

participants and introduce the facilitation teaparticipants and introduce the facilitation team. 

Present a brief overview of the training schedule. Explain that this is a guide anda brief overview of the training schedule. Explain that this is a guide and

may be adjusted during the training. Present a more detailed schedule at thedjusted during the training. Present a more detailed schedule at the

start of each day.ach d
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ACTIVITY . GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER

WHY DO IT?

and participants to one another. The ice-breakers help to build a friendo build a friendly and 

relaxed atmosphere, providing a good start to the trt to the training.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Cut up pictures for postcard puzzles, prepared in advancectures for postcard puzzles, prepared in advance

TIME NEEDED

utes, so participants have a chance to relax30–40 minutes, so participants have a cha

HOW TO DO IT

Below is a sequence of four ‘ice-breakers’ that will help do this. If you like, you a sequence of four ‘ice-breakers’ that will help do this. If you like, yo

can substitute your own instead.ubstitute your own instead.

Fruit salad

Conduct a ‘fruit salad’ warming up game. Ask participants to decide what kindonduct a ‘fruit salad’ warming up game. Ask participants to decide what 

of fruit they are (have them choose from 3-4 options). Ask participants who of fruit they are (have them choose from 3-4 options). Ask participa

were ‘bananas’, ‘apples’ and ‘oranges’ etc., to form small groups and start brief were ‘bananas’, ‘apples’ and ‘oranges’ etc., to form small groups and s

conversations to introduce themselves.conversations to introduce them

Postcard puzzles

Cut up several picture postcards or magazine pictures into different shapes and t up several picture postcards or magazine pictures into different shapes and 

distribute them to the participants. Ask the participants to look for the missingibute them to the participants. Ask the participants to look f

parts of the picture and re-form the picture. The picture groups then introducef the picture and re-form the picture. The picture groups then int

themselves.themselves.

Life boats

articipants to imagine that they are traveling by sea on a big ship. ThereAsk the participants to imagine that they are traveling by sea on a big ship. Th

the ship is sinking! They must run and get on a life-boat, bis a storm and the ship is sinking! They must run and get on a life-boat, but each

boat can only hold four people. All four people must be unknown to each other.boat can only hold four people. All four people must be unknown to each other.

The people on the boat then introduce themselpeople on the boat then introduce themselves.
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Name circle

This is a closing exercise for introductions. Ask all participants to form a big 

circle. Ask one participant to say his or her name and the names of the people

on each side of him or her as quickly and clearly as possible. Continue around 

ntil every participant has had a turn.the circle until every par
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ACTIVITY . OBJECTIVES, EXPECTATIONS, AND FEARS

WHY DO IT?

In this activity, we share the objectives of the training with the participants. The

participants share their expectations and fears, and we explain if any explain if any expecta-

tions will not be met. We can use the expectations thtations that everybody agrees on as a

way to evaluate the training. This activity is also a good opportunity to share thes activity is also a good opportunity to share the

skills and experiences that the different participants bring to the training.that the different participants bring to th

MATERIALS NEEDED

Small paper or cards, masking tape, marker pens, three prepared signs saying, Small paper or cards, masking tape, marker pens, three prepared signs saying, 

o the training’, ‘My expectations’ and ‘My concerns’. Prepar‘What I offer to the training’, ‘My expectations’ and ‘My concerns’. Prepare a flip 

wing the training objectives.chart showing the training objectives.

TIME NEEDED

25–30 minminutes

HOW TO DO IT

Step one: Discussing expectations and concerns

ch participant a card and ask them to draw or write down what heGive each participant a card and ask them to draw or write down 

offers to the other participants in the training (for example, a skill, aor she offers to the other participants in the training (for example

or particular experience).talent, or particular experie

participants to form pairs and discuss what they offer, what they Ask the participants to form pairs and discuss what they offer, what t

nd what they have fears or concerns aboexpect, and what they have fears or concerns about.

After two or three minutes, ask the participants to form small groups of fourfter two or three minutes, ask the participants to form small gro

and discuss the same information. Give each group three cards and markers. discuss the same information. Give each group three cards and marke

Ask them to write down what they collectively offer the training on onem to write down what they collectively offer the training on one

card. On the other cards, they write down two expectations and two fears.card. On the other cards, they write down two expect

he cards on the large signs labeled ‘What I offer’, ‘My expectations’, Post the cards on the large signs labeled ‘What I offer’, ‘My expectation

ncerns.’and ‘My conce

Review the signs with the large group. Ask if their expectations and concerns Review the signs with the large group. Ask if their expectations an

are represented. Add any expectations or concerns trepresented. Add any expectations or concerns that are missing.

›
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Group similar expectations and concerns together, if possible.

Step two: Present training objectives

Display the flip chart showing the training objectives.

oud and ask the participants if there are similarities between the Read it aloud and ask 

ations.objectives and their expectations.

Encourage participants to say how they feel about the expectations thatge participants to say how they feel abou

will not be addressed during thewill not be addressed during the training.

Discuss the training objectives, making sure that the participants fully unDiscuss the training objectives, making sure that the participants fu -

derstand the purpose of the training.purpose of the training.

TIPS FOR FACILITATORS

If participants are not comfortable reading and writing, ask each group  not comfortable reading and writing, ask each group to re-

member and report back the group’s gifts, expectations, and concerns, insteamember and report back the group’s gifts, expectations, and concerns, instead

of writing. (The group will need to appoint some one with a good memory toof writing. (The group will need to appoint some one with a good memory to

do this.)
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ACTIVITY . GROUND RULES

WHY DO IT?

We set ground rules to enable participants to share control over the process of 

the training, including use of time, and the working atmosphere. Setting gphere. Setting ground 

rules helps participants agree how they want to woant to work together and guides the 

behavior of participants and trainers dainers during the training.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Colored cards, markers, paper, flip chart paper, masking tape. If colored paper isored cards, markers, paper, flip chart paper, masking tape. If colored pa

not available, use old magazines with colored pages. Or agree symbols on plainnot available, use old magazines with colored pages. Or ag

ee’, ‘Disagree’, or ‘Don’t know’.paper for ‘Agree’, ‘Disagree’, or ‘Don’t know’.

TIME NEEDED

15–20 minute15–20 minutes

HOW TO DO IT

e participants into small groups (a quick energizer can help to doDivide the participants into small groups (a quick energizer can help to do

stribute markers and paper.this). Distribute markers and

rticipants to discuss how they want to work together during the Ask participants to discuss how they want to work together d

g, in order to support one another and meet the training objectives.training, in order to support one another and meet the training o

m to think of five ‘Yes’ rules and five ‘No’ rules. A ‘Yes’ rule is a ruleAsk them to think of five ‘Yes’ rules and five ‘No’ rules. A ‘Yes’ rule 

ts ‘We will…’ A ‘No rule’ is a rule that starts ‘We will not…’ Ask eachthat starts ‘We will…’ A ‘No rule’ is a rule that starts ‘We will not…’ Ask 

draw or write their rules on the paper.group to draw or write their rules on the paper.

Ask one of the groups to present their ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ rules and post them sk one of the groups to present their ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ rules and

on ththe wall.

Ask another group to add their ideas, without repeating the rules alreadyAsk another group to add their ideas, without repeating the rules already

n the wall.on t

e until all groups have added their ideas.Continue until all groups have added the

the large group and ask participants to agree which rules Discuss briefly in the large group and ask participants to 

should stay and which rules should go.hould stay and which rules s
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Provide each participant with colored cards to use during the workshop, to 

help ensure that the rules are followed.

A green card shows approval, or encourages good work among group 

members.mem

at the issue raised by a participant is importantA yellow card means that the is

but not relevant and should be discussed later.but not relevant and should be discussed

A red card shows disapproval or that a rule has been broken.A red card shows disapproval or that a rule has been br

A blue card shows time is up.A blue card shows time is u

›
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ANNEX : TRAINING THE ASSESSMENT TEAM  MODULE 

Putting Our Facts Together

In this module, we review facts about HIV/AIDS and the HIV/AIDS epidemic in 

the country and the region. We explore concepts relating to sex, sexuality and the country and 

eelings about HIV/AIDS. The last activity in this traininggender, and issues and feelings ab

module is a session to provide factual information about YRH. module is a session to provide factual informa
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ACTIVITY . TIMELINE OF THE HIV/AIDS EPIDEMIC

WHY DO IT?

in the country and internationally. It is an opportunity for participants toparticipants to share

what they know and clarify any misunderstandingstandings. It helps participants place 

personal experience into the wider conder context of the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Prepared ‘landmark cards’ showing key events of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the pared ‘landmark cards’ showing key events of the HIV/AIDS epidemic i

country and internationally, glue sticks, colored cards or post-it notes, flip chart country and internationally, glue sticks, colored cards or po

g tape, marker pepaper, masking tape, marker pens

TIME NEEDED

One hourO

HOW TO DO IT

prepare ‘landmark cards’ showing important events in the epidemicTrainers prepare ‘landmark cards’ showing important events in the epidemic

ountry and worldwide. Make one set of cards for each group of in the country and worldwide. Make one set of cards for each gro

pants. For example, if the participants will work in four groups, make participants. For example, if the participants will work in four group

ts of landmark cards.four sets of landmark cards

the participants into small groups and give each group a set of landDivide the participants into small groups and give each group a set -

rds.mark card

Ask each group to draw a timeline of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in their counAsk each group to draw a timeline of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in their coun-

try. The line starts in 1979 and finishes in the current yeary. The line starts in 1979 and finishes in the current year.

Ask each group to place the landmark cards along the timeline. Ask parach group to place the landmark cards along the timeline. Ask par--

ticipants to add other relevant information. For example, when did they ticipants to add other relevant information. For example, when did they 

ersonally hear about HIV/AIDS? When did they first meet a person living personally hear about HIV/AIDS? When did they first meet

HIV/AIDS? When was the first time they attended a prevention activwith HIV/AIDS? When was the first time they attended a prevention act -

was the first time they used a condom?ity? When was the first time they used a cond

Place the timelines along the wall and invite participants to view them.Place the timelines along the wall and invite participants to view

›
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With the large group, state the correct year when the landmark events hap-

pened. Discuss other information in the timelines. Answer any questions 

about the epidemic.

›
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ACTIVITY . FACTS ABOUT HIV/AIDS

WHY DO IT?

This activity reviews the knowledge of participants about HIV/AIDS. It is an op-

portunity to make sure that all participants have a good understanding onderstanding of basic

facts about HIV/AIDS and to correct any misundersmisunderstandings.

MATERIALS NEEDED

A prepared question sheet about HIV/AIDS (see Annex 7 —d question sheet about HIV/AIDS (see Annex 7 — add questions to 

the handout to make it relevant to the country or areas where you are working), handout to make it relevant to the country or areas where you are wor

a prepared answer sheet about HIV/AIDS (see Annex 8 — optional), pensa prepared answer sheet about HIV/AIDS (see Annex 8 — 

TIME NEEDED

minutes60 mi

HOW TO DO IT

Give each participant the question sheet about the HIV/AIDS (seeGive each participant the question sheet about the HIV/AIDS (see

Annex 7).

h participant to answer the questions on the sheet. Help any particiAsk each participant to answer the questions on the sheet. Help any -

who have difficulty reading the sheetpants who have difficulty reading the sheet.

articipants have answered the questions, provide each participant After participants have answered the questions, provide each pa

e correct answer sheet (see Annex 8). Ask participants to comparewith the correct answer sheet (see Annex 8). Ask participants to com

wers with the correct answers. (This is an optional step. If preferred, their answers with the correct answers. (This is an optional step. If preferred

go straight to the small group discussion below.)go straight to the small group dis

Divide the participants into small groups. Ask participants to discuss howvide the participants into small groups. Ask participants to discu

they felt and how they responded to each question in the small groufelt and how they responded to each question in the small groups.

In the large group, discuss questions and concerns among participants. ExIn the large group, discuss questions and concerns amo -

n correct answers to the questions, as necessary.plain correct answers to the questions, as necessary.
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ACTIVITY . EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF HIV/AIDS

WHY DO IT?

This tool helps participants to:

ection impacts on the life of a personExplore how HIV infection imp

Discuss emotions and responses of HIV positive people and the community Discuss emotions and responses of HIV positive 

around them

MATERIALS NEEDED

Local materials or flip chart paper, marker pens, masking tapLocal materials or flip chart paper, marker pens, masking tape

TIME NEEDED

2 hours

HOW TO DO IT

Divide the participants into three grouprticipants into three groups.

Ask one group to draw a picture of a young man, one group to draw a picAsk one group to draw a picture of a young man, one group to draw a p -cc

ture of a young woman, and one group to draw a picture of a child. Ask each e of a young woman, and one group to draw a picture of a child. Ask each

group to give the person in their picture a nap to give the person in their picture a name.

Ask each group to draw a line from left to right across the middle of a pieceeach group to draw a line from left to right across the middle of a piece

of flip chart paper. This is the ‘lifeline’ of the person in the picture, showing f flip chart paper. This is the ‘lifeline’ of the person in the picture, showin

heir life from the present time into the futheir life from the present time into the future.

Ask each group to show important events in the life of the person alonggroup to show important events in the life of the person a

the top of the line. For example, attending school, starting work, gettinghe top of the line. For example, attending school, starting work, 

arried, etc.married

Ask each group to discuss how the person feels at these events. Howp to discuss how the person feels at these events. How do 

other people, such as family members, neighbors, friends, and comher people, such as family members, neighbors, friends, and community 

bers, feel or react? Show these feelings on the lifeline.members, feel or react? Show these feelings on th

›

›

›

›

›

›

›
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Now ask each group to imagine that the person in the picture is HIV posi-

tive. Ask each group to discuss what events happen in the person’s life if 

they are HIV positive, and show these underneath the lifeline.

Ask each group to discuss how the person feels at these events. How do events. How do 

other people, such as family members, neighbors, frighbors, friends and community

members, feel or react? Show these fethese feelings on the lifeline.

Share the pictures and lifelines with the large group. Facilitate a discussion res and lifelines with the large group. Facilitate a discussion 

using the guide guide questions below.

GUIDE QUESTIONS

being HIV positive affect the lives of the people in the piHow did being HIV positive affect the lives of the people in the pictures?

 was the same or different from an HIV negative pWhat was the same or different from an HIV negative person? 

How did the person feel about the impact of HIV on his or her life?How did the person feel about the impact of HIV on 

What were the feelings and reactions of other people, such as family memt were the feelings and reactions of other people, such as family mem-

bers, neighbors, friends, and community members?ers, neighbors, friends, and commun

How did these reactions affect the HIV positive person?How did these reactions affect the HIV positive person?

pport helps an HIV positive person? How can the impact of HIV on What support helps an HIV positive person? How can the impact of HI

n’s life be reda person’s life be reduced?

oes a person find out that they are HIV positive? What preventsHow does a person find out that they are HIV positive? What

from finding out their HIV status? What support do people need to people from finding out their HIV status? What support do people 

their HIV stafind out their HIV status?

Where can young people find information and support if they are concerned Where can young people find information and support if they are concerned 

about their HIV status or HIV-related problems? What helps young people bout their HIV status or HIV-related problems? What helps yo

discuss their concerns? cuss their conc

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›
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ACTIVITY . FACTS ABOUT YOUTH REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH

WHY DO IT?

This activity reviews the knowledge of participants about YRH. It is an oppor-

to make sure that all participants have a good understanding of basic tunity to make sure 

ncluding contraception and STIs, and to correct anyfacts about sexual health, including c

misundemisunderstandings.

MATERIALS NEEDED

A prepared question sheet about YRH (see Annex 9 — add questions to theepared question sheet about YRH (see Annex 9 — add questions to 

handout to make it relevant to the country or areas where you are working), a relevant to the country or areas where you are working), a 

ed answer sheet about YRH (see Annex 10 — optional), peprepared answer sheet about YRH (see Annex 10 — optional), pens

TIME NEEDED

1 hour

HOW TO DO IT

Give each participant the question sheet about YRH (see Ann Give each participant the question sheet about YRH (see Annex 9)

Ask each participant to answer the questions on the sheet. Help any particik each participant to answer the questions on the sheet. Help any partic -

pants who have difficulty reading the sheet.s who have difficulty rea

After participants have answered the questions, provide each participant r participants have answered the questions, provide each participan

with the correct answer sheet (see Annex 10). Ask participants to compareith the correct answer sheet (see Annex 10). Ask participants to compar

their answers with the correct answers. (This is an optional step. If preferred,their answers with the correct answers. (This is an optional step. If preferr

go straight to the small group discussion below.) the small group discussion below.

Divide the participants into small groups. Ask participants to discuss howvide the participants into small groups. Ask participants to discu

ey felt and how they responded to each question in the small groups.they felt and how they responded to each question in the small g

In the large group, discuss questions and concerns among participantup, discuss questions and concerns among participants. Ex-

plain correct answers to the questions as n correct answers to the questions as necessary.

›

›

›

›

›
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ANNEX : TRAINING THE ASSESSMENT TEAM  MODULE 

Practicing what we learned

Module 3 prepares participants to use PLA tools during the participatory assess-

ment, by practicing how to plan and carry out fieldwork with communities.ment, by practici

w going to practice planning and carrying Explain that the participants are now going

out participatory assessment activities with communities. Start by reviewingticipatory assessment activities with commu

key skills and tools before using the tools in the field. This review takes about key skills and tools before using the tools in the field. This re

Preparing, doing, and giving feedback on fieldwork take a secone training day. Preparing, doing, and giving feedback on fieldwork -cc

ond full day of d full day of training.

Review of key skills and tools

Attitudes of a good facilitator.Attitudes of a good fac Remind participants of the importaind participants of the importance of the 

approach of the facilitator. Facilitate a discussion about the attitudes andhe facilitator. Facilitate a discussion about the attitudes and skills 

of a good facilitator. Agree on a list of characteristics that the participants thiof a good facilitator. Agree on a list of characteristics that the participants think 

are important.are importa

For example, a good facilitator:

Shows respect for people, including young people 

Believes in people’s capacities, including the capacities of young people

Is patient, listens attentively, and respects other people’s opinions

Is ready and willing to learn

Is confident

Is creative

Is flexible and able to adapt tools and approaches to different situations

Is sensitive to participants’ feelings and understands group dynamics

Is able to help participants to organize and analyze information

Write your own…!

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›
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Planning PLA sessions: Briefly review the tools that were practiced in Module 4. 

Explain to the participants that each of the tools they have practiced so far in the

workshop can be used to facilitate a group discussion during the assessment.

Explain that it is important to use the tools flexibly and to adapt themto adapt them to dif-ff

ferent situations. Asking the participants to write tto write their own notes on how to

use the tools will assist them in building ownership of the tools and encouragebuilding ownership of the tools and encourage

a flexible approach. The form below provides a sample format for planning PLAe form below provides a sample format f

sessions. Encourage participants to use their own words and language. urage participants to use their own words and language. 
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TOOL NAME:

WHY USE IT?

MATERIALS NEEDED

TIME NEEDED

HOW TO DO IT

GUIDE QUESTIONS

Open questions, probing questions:pen questions, probing qu  Remind participants of the Question nd participants of the Questio

Bank (see notes on training the assessment team at the start of Section 3), from see notes on training the assessment team at the start of Section 3), from

which they can draw from when planning their sessions. Ask participants toey can draw from when planning their sessions. Ask participants to

think about the types of questions that have been used during the training so ut the types of questions that have been used during the training so

far. Brainstorm examples of useful questions. These are questions that encournstorm examples of useful questions. These are questions that encou -

age people to talk. For example, questions which begin with:people to talk. For example, questions which begin

What…?Wh

Who…?

Why…?Why…?

Where…?

How…?

When…?

How much/How many…many…?

Tell mTell me about…?
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Review how facilitators can use questions to get a discussion started, and to 

follow up on things people say. Highlight the role of the facilitator in helping

people to talk and share their opinions. Remind participants that the facilitator 

does not ‘lead’ people to a particular view, nor ‘put words in their mouths’. 

Analyzing differences: Ask participants to think ao think about the discussions about

gender that they have had during the training so far. Remind participants of ring the training so far. Remind participants of 

how the discussions revealed that girls and boys are affected by problems differevealed that girls and boys are affected by -

ently, and face different challenges. Other people, such as parents and teadifferent challenges. Other people, such as parents and teachers,

also respond differently to girls and boys differently.pond differently to girls and boys differently.

Ask participants to suggest other important differences between people. ForAsk participants to suggest other important differences between people. For

example:

enderGen

Age

Ethnhnicity

Marital statusMarital stat

Religion

mic statusEconom

onEducatio

Location

OccupationOccupation

Encourage participants to use open and probing questions to identify importantrage participants to use open and probing questions to identify imp

differences between people in each community and to explore how these differdifferences between people in each community and to explore how these differ--

ces influence people’s lives. For example, how do these differences influence: ences influence people’s lives. For example, how do these differences influence: 

ypes of problems people face?The types of problems people face?

people have to solve problems?The options people have to solve problems?

The ways in which other people respond to tThe ways in which other people respond to them?

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›
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Organizing a group discussion: Facilitate a discussion with participants about

how to organize a focus group discussion. Share the guidelines for organizing a

group discussion with participants (see Section 2.4). Discuss which key adults

and young people might participate in the focus group discussions. Review and 

e PLA tools for facilitating focus group discussions with adults.practice the PLA tools fo

In-depthIn-depth interviews: pants that in-depth interviews provide Explain to participants th

the opportunity to discuss issues in a lot of detail with individual people. In-y to discuss issues in a lot of detail with

interviews provide important information to support the information depth interviews provide important information to support th

collected through group discussions.collected through group discus

Provide the participants with a checklist of issues to be covered during in-depthProvide the participants with a checklist of issues to be covered during in-depth

s. Divide participants into pairs to practice in-depth ininterviews. Divide participants into pairs to practice in-depth interviews. Ask 

participants to feedback on the interview practice and facilitate a discpants to feedback on the interview practice and facilitate a discussion to 

develop guidelines about facilitating in-depth intes about facilitating in-depth interviews. 

Fieldwork: practicing the PLA tools with local communities

Participants build their confidence and facilitation skills by practicing and testants build their confidence and facilitation skills by practicing an -

ing PLA tools with local communities during the training. Explain that the purwith local communities during the training. Explain that the -

pose of this session is to practice using PLA tools. Ask the participants to selectpose of this session is to practice using PLA tools. Ask the participants to sel

topics to research that do not relate to HIV/AIDS, young people, or sexual and cs to research that do not relate to HIV/AIDS, young people, or sexual an

reproductive health. (They can research, for example, the educational system, uctive health. (They can research, for example, the educational system

main market trends, population mobilization, leisure and fun activitrket trends, population mobilization, leisure and fun activities, etc.)

Divide the participants into small groups and ask each group to prepare two orhe participants into small groups and ask each group to prepare two o

three tools. Explain that they need to go out and practice facilitating three PLAe tools. Explain that they need to go out and practice facilitating three PL

tools with people in the local communities. Ask each team to organize theirtools with people in the local communities. Ask each team to organize th

fieldwork, planning which sites they will visit, how many people they expect tofieldwork, planning which sites they will visit, how many people they expec

reach, how long it will take them to use the tool, and preparing the materials ow long it will take them to use the tool, and preparing the ma

they will need. It is often necessary to prepare fieldwork by arranging transport they will need. It is often necessary to prepare fieldwork by arranging transport 

and introductions to local communities. Avoid raising expectations in the comand introductions to local communities. Avoid raising expectations in the com-

munities by explaining that the fieldwork is part of a training exercise.ining that the fieldwork is part of a training ex

After the fieldwork, bring all the participants back together to disAfter the fieldwork, bring all the participants back together to discuss their ex-

periences. Encourage participants to talk openly about what worked well and periences. Encourage participants to talk openly about what worked well and 

what worked less well. Support them to share ideas and identify how they can ked less well. Support them to share ideas and identify how they c
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overcome the challenges they met. Address any concerns or weaknesses. Feed-

back on success stories and difficulties will help the assessment team improve

their skills and gain confidence. 
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ANNEX : SAMPLE FORMATAA  FOR SESSION REPORT

Facilitation team:

time of sessionLocation, date, and time of s

Number, sex, and approximate ages of participantsex, and approximate ages of participants

articipants (e.g., What work do they do? Are they inBrief description of participants (e.g., What work do they do? Are they

school?)ool?)

activities used?Tools or activit

Main issues or topics covcs covered?

What did the participants say during the discussion?hat did the participants say during the disc

For example, think about: , think abo

What problems did participants identify? What are the reasons for these problems? What problems did participants identify? What are the reasons for these problem

What are the effects of these problems?What are the effects of these 

What solutions to problems did participants identhat solutions to problems did participants identify?

What important sources of support did participants identify?t important sources of support did participants identif

Did all participants agree? If not, what were the different opinions or ideaall participants agree? If not, what were the different opinions or ideas?

›

›

›

›

Notes about facilitation or participation.Notes about facilitation or p  (For example, what worked well? Whator example, what worked well? Wha

worked less well? What is important to remember for next time?)worked less well? What is important to remember for next t

Other nher notes
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ANNEX : PREPARING A PRESENTATT TIONAA OF FINDINGS

WHY DO IT?

This activity helps young people plan how to share information from a participa-

tory assessment. It helps identify clear, interesting, and fun ways to present the tory assessment. 

t the attention of the audience.information that will get the atten

At the end of the session, young people will have prepared a presentation of nd of the session, young people will have pr

their findings, conclusions, and recommendations from the participatory astheir findings, conclusions, and recommendations from the -

presentations can be used to disseminate findings to differentsessment. These presentations can be used to disseminate findings t

stakeholderskeholders. 

TIME NEEDED

Up to 3 hours

HOW TO DO IT

Divide the participants into four small groupse the participants into four small group

Distribute the following tasks among the groups;Distribute the following tasks among the groups

Presentation of the assessment procePresentation of the assessment process. ow did the process start? How did the process start

What did we do? Where did we go? How did we work?What did we do? Where did we go? How did we 

Presentation of the tools used during the assessment.resentation of the tools used during the ass Select two or elect two o

three tools. Explain how they worked and what kind of information youthree tools. Explain how they worked and what kind of information you

got from using the tools.got from using the tool

Presentation of main findings of the assessment.tion of main findings of the asses  What was the most hat was the m

important information gathered during the assessment? What informaortant information gathered during the assessment? What inf -

tion was new? What did we know already? How did our understandingtion was new? What did we know already? How did our unders

change? What were the different views of different people? change? What were the different views of different people? 

Presentation of conclusions, lessons learned, and recommendaation of conclusions, lessons learned, and recommendations.

What do we think should happen nWhat do we think should happen next?

Encourage each small group to prepare the presentation in the way theyEncourage each small group to prepare the presentation in the way they

feel most comfortable. Possible ways to make the presentation include:ost comfortable. Possible ways to make the presentation include:

›

›

1.

2.

3.

4.

›
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Poster presentation

Flip chart with bullet points summarizing information

Dialogues between group members

Role-playing

Photos

Drawingsngs

Dancing 

Singing

Groups may use a combination of formats to make their presentationGroups may use a combination of formats to make their presentati

Each group presents to the large group for feedback and comments.Each group presents to the large group for feedback a

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

›
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ANNEX : EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM SCHEDULE FOR
DISSEMINATIONAA OF FINDINGS

Dissemination of Preliminary Findings: Sample Program Schedule1

This sample program combines formal and participatory approaches to present This sample pr

e assessment process and findings.information about the assessme

9.00 a.m. OpeOpening and keynote speaker

9.10 a.m. Introduction to the dissemination of preliminary findingsIntroduction to the dissemination of preliminary find

9.15 a.m. Overview of the dissemination program and methods to be usedOverview of the dissemination program and methods to be use

9.29.25 a.m. ‘Table carousel’. Young people and adults in the asse‘Table carousel’. Young people and adults in the assessment pres-

r work and results. ent their wor

Setting up a table carousel

Divide the assessment team into smaller teams. Have the different teams sit at different

tables. Each team presents a different part of the work. At the sound of a bell each team 

moves to a different table and makes their presentation again to the audience members 

waiting there. Alternatively, the teams stay in once place, and the audience members 

move from table to table at the sound of a bell. Allow enough time at each table before 

sounding the bell.

  Participatory Assessment of Sexual and Reproductive Health and HIV Prevention Needs Among Young Participatory Assessment of Sexual and Reproductive Health and HIV Prevention Needs Amo

cted Sites in Njombe, Tanzania, People (–) in Selected Sites in Njombe, Tanzania, .
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Contents of Table Carousel

Team 

Participatory assessment overview:

Introductions, sponsoring organizations

Why boys and girls ages –?s –?

Why PLA meLA methods?

orkshopsTraining of facilitators worksho

: participatory assessment with young people, objectivesFieldwork: participatory assessment with young people, objecti

Data analysis and documentation of participatory assessment findingsData analysis and documentation of participatory assessment findings

›

›

›

›

›

›

Team 
Tools used in the assessment — Setting the Stage: Expectations, Ground ed in the assessment — Setting the Stage: Expectations, G

Rules, Mes, My Universe

Team 
in the assessment — Putting our Facts Together: CommunTools used in the assessment — Putting our Facts Together: Community

My Body, Words andMap, My Body, Words and Sex

Teamm 
ols used in the assessment — Why do Problems Happen?, Problem RankTools used in the assessment — Why do Problems Happe -kk

ng, Who can Heing, Who can Help Me?

TTeam  Summary of focus group discussions and in-depth interviewsf focus group discussions and in-dep

Team  Main findinngs Part 

TTeam  Main findinggs Part 

11.000 a.m. Coffee/tea a break

11.20 a.mm. owerPoint presentation of preliminary findinPowerPoint presentation of preliminary findings

.40 a.m.11.4 ons and answersQuestions and answers

12.15 p.m. Certificate ceremony and closureertificate ceremony
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ANNEX : HANDOUT : FACTS ABOUT HIV/AIDS  QUESTION
SHEET

. Mosquitoes can transmit HIV.Mosqui

I agree

I disagree

I am not sure

.
You can catch HIV by drinking from a glass that has been usedYou can catch HIV by drinking from a glass that ha
by a person with HIrson with HIV/AIDS.

I agree

I disagree

I am not sure

. All sex without a condom can lead to HIV transmAll sex without a condom can lead to HIV transmission.

I agreeI ag

greeI disagree

I am not sure

.
first HIV/AIDS cases in [The first HIV/ insert cosert country reported in] were repo

.

I agree

I disI disagree

I am nonot sure

.
HIV/AIDS mainly affects the most productive people in s the most productive people in [insert 
countrycountr ].

I agree

disagreeI disa

not sureI am no

.
Using two condoms when having sex provides better proteco condoms when having sex provides be -cc
tion against HIV infection.IV infection

I agree

I disagree

I I am not sure

.
According to government statistics in [ccording to government sta insert cocountry there ], 
have been [ve bee insert numbeer es of AIDS in the co] cases of AIDS in the country.

I agagree

I dissagree

I amm not sure

. You can catch HIV infection from deep kissing.ou can catch HIV infection fro

I agrree

I dissagree

I amam not sure

.
In [insert countruntry more women than men are affected by], more women than men are aff
HIV/AIDS.

II agree

I disagree

sureI am not su

..
It is much easier to get infected by HIV if you have a sexuIt is much easier to get infected by HIV if you have a sexually 
transmitted infection. 

eeI agree

disagreeI dis

I am not sureure

.
Having sex with a young man or young woman is a good way Having sex with a young man or young woman is a good 

id HIV infection.to avoid HIV 

I agreeee

I diI disagree

I am not sure
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.
Every day,  young men and women ages  to  get in-
fected by HIV worldwide.

I agree

I disagree

I am not sure

. Anal sex without a condom is safe if there is no ejaculation. 

I agree

I diI disagree

I am not sure

. HIV is transmitted in semen, vaginal fluids, blood, and saliva.n semen, vaginal fluids, blood, and saliva.

I agree

I disagree

I am not suam not sure

.
There is no risk of HIV infection from working wThere is no risk of HIV infection from working with a person
living with HIV/AIDS.

I agree

I disagreeI disag

I am not sure

.
is no risk of HIV infection if you are faithful to oneThere is no risk of HIV infection if you are faithful to one

rtner.partn

I agreI agree

disagreeI disagree

I am not sure

.
Correct and regular use of condoms greatly reduces the risk of ct and regular use of condoms greatly reduce
HIV infection and other sexually transmitted infections.V infection and other sexually transmitted in

I agree

I disagreeisagree

not sureI am not 
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ANNEX : HANDOUT : FACTS ABOUT HIV/AIDS  ANSWER
SHEET

. Mosquitoes cannot transmit HIV.

ways by which HIV is transmitted. These are: There are only four ways by wh

.. Unprotected sexual intercourse with a person who is infected with HIVUnprotected sexual intercourse with a person

. Infected blood transfusionsfusion

. sitive mother to her childFrom an HIV positive mother to her child

. Sharing contaminated injecting or cutting equipment, such as needles or razorsontaminated injecting or cutting equipment, such as needles or razors

. You cannot catch HIV from sharing utensils such as plates, glasses, cups, spoYou cannot catch HIV from sharing utensils such as plates, glasses, cups, spoons, knives, 

etc. HIV does not remain infectious outside the boes not remain infectious outside the body.

.. x without a condom with a person with HIV can lead to HIV transmission through Sex without a condom with a person with HIV can lead to HIV transmission through 

contact with body fluids, such as blood, semen, or vaginal fluids. Many people do not ontact with body fluids, such as blood, semen, or vaginal fluids. Many people

know if they are HIV positive or not. they are HIV

. [ nsert correct information about the first HIV cases diagnosed in the country where you Insert correct information about the first HIV cases diagnosed in the country where yo

are workingre work ]

. [Insert correct information about which groups of people (age, sex, etc.) who are mostert correct information about which groups of people (age, sex, etc.) who are most

affected by HIV the country where you are workingffected by HIV the country where you are working]

. Using two condoms at once can increase the risk of the condoms breaking. It is safest oms at once can increase the risk of the condoms breaking. It is safe

to use one condom at a time, and to follow the instructions on the packet carefully.condom at a time, and to follow the instructions on the packet care

Using one condom every time you have sex will provide the best protection.g one condom every time you have sex will provide the best protection.

. [Insert correct information the number of recorded AIDS cases in the country where yoion the number of recorded AIDS cases in the country where you

are working]

. Theoretically, contact with blood during deep kissing is possible. HowTheoretically, contact with blood during deep kissing is possible. However, no case of 

HIV/AIDS transmission through any kind of kissing has ever been reported. Closed ssion through any kind of kissing has ever been reported. Closed 

mouth or “social” kissing is not a risk for transmission of uth or “social” kissing is not a risk for transmission of HIV. 
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. [Insert correct information about whether men or women are more affected by HIV/

AIDS in the country where you are working]

. It is much easier to get infected by HIV if a sexually transmitted infection istted infection is present.

Sexually transmitted infections cause cuts and openingnd openings in the skin, even if you can-

not see them.

. It is not true that sex with a young man or young woman is safe. Statistics showue that sex with a young man or young woman is safe. Statistics show that 

there are an increasing number of infections among young pre are an increasing number of infections among young people. A person of any 

agage can have HIV. 

. nd of , an estimated . million people were living with HIVAt the end of , an estimated . million people were living with HIV/AIDS. The 

ority of them are women. Over half of all new infections worldwide are amongmajority of them are women. Over half of all new infections worldwide are am

young people aged – years. Every day, an estimated , young people becomeyoung people aged – years. Every day, an estimated , youn

infected with HIV/AIDS — one every  secowith HIV/AIDS — one every  seconds.

. HIV can be transmitted in body fluids before ejaculation, during anal or vaginal sex.HIV can be transmitted in body fluids before ejaculation, during anal or vagi

. ansmitted through semen, vaginal fluids, and blood. It can also be transmitHIV is transmitted through semen, vaginal fluids, and blood. It can also be transmit--

ough breastmilk to a breastfeeding baby.ted through breastmilk to a brea

not transmitted through saliva.HIV is not transmitted throug

. not transmitted through normal work or social activities. HIV is not transmitted through normal work or social a

nsmission requires contact with blood or sexual fluids.HIV transmission requires contact with blood or sexual flu

. Mutual faithfulness, where both people know that they are HIV negative and only Mutual faithfulness, where both people know that they are HIV neg

have sex with each other, avoids the risk of HIV infection. ave sex with each other, avoids the risk of 

Abstaining from sex with another person avoids the risk of HIV infection from sex. ning from sex with another person avoids the risk of HIV infection from sex. 

. ndoms used correctly, and regularly, protect against HIV, STIs, and pregnancy. It isCondoms used correctly, and regularly, protect against HIV, STIs, and pregna

ant to use a condom every time you have sex, and to follow the instructions important to use a condom every time you have sex, and to follow the instructions 

on the packet.
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ANNEX : HANDOUT : FACTS ABOUT YOUTH REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH  QUESTION SHEET

.
Young men are at a higher risk of contracting STIs and HIV than 

omenyoung women.

I agree

I disagree

I am not sure

. It is the man’s responman’s responsibility to use contraceptives.

I agree

I disagree

I am not sure

.
According to government statistics in [According to government statistics insert countrountry], [insert 

percentage numberumber] of women under  give birth each yea] of women under  give birth each year.

eI agree

I disagree

I am not sure

.
Teenage women are less likely to die during pregnancy andTeenage women are less likely to die during pregnancy an

childbirth than women in their twenties.than women in th

I agragree

I disagregree

I am not susure

. Sometimes if you have an STI and don’t treat it, it will go away.Sometimes if you have an STI and don’t treat it, it will go away.

reeI agree

reeI disagre

sureI am not s

.
A woman is most likely to get pregnant if she has unprotected A woman is most likely to get pregnant if she has unpro

sex straight after her period ends.sex straight after her period e

I I agree

I ddisagree

I amm not sure

.
Emergency contraception is a pill that can be taken after yourgency contraception is a pill that can be taken after

have unprotected sex in order to prevent pregnane unprotected sex in order to prevent pregnancy.

I agrree

I disagree

I amm not sure

.

[In [insert countryi ] pills, condoms, IUDs, injectables (Depopills, condoms, IUDs, injectables -

provera and Noristerat), and implants (Norplant) are widelyprovera and Noristerat), and implants (Norplant) are

available.

I agagree

I I disagree

reI am not sure

.
Contraceptive pills, injectables, IUDs, and implants protecContraceptive pills, injectables, IUDs, and implants protect 

against the transmission of STIs and HIV.against the transmission of STIs and HIV.

I agree

agreeI disagr

am not sureI am

.
Pregnancy can be effectively prevented by using “traditional” egnancy can be effectively prevented by using “traditiona

ch withdrawal. methods such wit

I agree

I disagdisagree

II am not sure
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.
According to government statistics in [insert country], there

have been [insert number] cases of STIs in the country. 

I agree

I disagree

I am not sure

.
Having sex with multiple people increases your risk of getting etting 

STIs.

I agreeI agree

I disagree

I am not sure

.
In [insert countryy], [], [inseinsert name of STI ommon STI ] is the most common S

among young aung adults.

I agree

I disagreeagree

I am not sure

. ptives can cause infertility and sterility.Using contraceptives can cause infertility and sterility.

I agreeI ag

I disagree

I am not sum not sure

.
Forgetting to take a contraceptive pill increases the chance of Forgetting to take a contraceptive pill increases the chance of 

pregnancy.y.

I agreeI agr

I disagree

I am not sure

. It is difficult to get pregnant after having an abortion. It is difficult to get pregnant after having 

I aI agree

 disagreeI disa

I am not sure

.
education leads to increased sexual activity among Sexual education leads to increased sexual activity am

youth.

I agree

I disagreeagree

I am not surem not
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ANNEX : HANDOUT : FACTS ABOUT YOUTH
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH  ANSWER SHEET

. In fact, young women are at a higher risk of contracting STIs than young men. Wom-

en’s bodies make it easier for them to contract STIs and HIV. Often women do noten’s bodies

ptoms of STIs and so do not seek treatment.show signs and symptoms of ST

In addition, women may find it difficult to refuse sex or to insist on using condomsIn addition, women may find it difficult to refuse 

to protect against STIs aainst STIs and HIV.

. men both need to protect themselves from STIs, HIV, and unintended Women and men both need to protect themselves from STIs, HIV, and u

pregnancy by using contraception and condoms. Discussing how to avoid infecpregnancy by using contraception and condoms. Discussing how to avoid -cc

tions and unintended pregnancy before sex helps both women and men protectintended pregnancy before sex helps both women and men protect

themselves.th

. [Insert correct information about the number of women under  who give bnsert correct information about the number of women under  who give birth each 

year in the country where you are workinguntry where you are ]

. The risk of death during pregnancy and childbirth is much higher for young womenThe risk of death during pregnancy and childbirth is much higher for young women

(under age ) than for older women (age –). A young girl’s pelvis is not fully(under age ) than for older women (age –). A young girl’s pelvis is n

developed. This can result in obstructed or prolonged labor which may lead to comped. This can result in obstructed or prolonged labor which may lead to -

plications such as hemorrhage, infection, and even death.ch as hemorrhage, infection, and even de

. STIs must always be treated. It is possible to have an STI without showing symptoms. STIs must always be treated. It is possible to have an STI without showing symptom

When not treated STIs can lead to chronic disease, infertility, and even death in both When not treated STIs can lead to chronic disease, infertility, and even death in both

women and men.men a

Some STIs are caused by bacteria or parasites (e.g., chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis, me STIs are caused by bacteria or parasites (e.g., chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis,

and trichomoniasis). These STIs can be cured with modern medicine. Some STIs are nd trichomoniasis). These STIs can be cured with modern medicine. Some STIs are

caused by viruses (e.g., HIV, herpes, human papilloma virus (HPV), and hepatitis B).caused by viruses (e.g., HIV, herpes, human papilloma virus (HPV), and hepatitis B

STIs that are caused by viruses cannot be cured, but treatment helps people to manSTIs that are caused by viruses cannot be cured, but treatment helps people to ma -

age the infectiontion.

. A woman is most likely to become pregnant if she has unprotected sex between dayA woman is most likely to become pregnant if she has unprotected sex betwe

 and day  of her menstrual cycle (day  of her cycle is the first day of her period).  and day  of her menstrual cycle (day  of her cycle is the first day of her period). 

This is when the egg is released from the woman’s ovaryreleased from the woman’s ovary.
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. Emergency contraception refers to the use of contraceptive pills to prevent pregnancy

after unprotected sex. It can be used up to  hours (five days) after unprotected sex

and at any time during a woman’s menstrual cycle and more than once during a cycle

if necessary. It is essential that the correct dosage is taken.

Emergency contraception is not an appropriate method fo method for long-term use.

. [Insert correct information about the availability of different forms of contraception in about the availability of different forms of contraception 

the country where you ae you are working]

. Abstinence — no oral, anal, or vaginal sex — provides thetinence — no oral, anal, or vaginal sex — provides the only complete protec-cc

tion against STIs and HIV. Condoms are the only contraceptive method that protect tion against STIs and HIV. Condoms are the only contraceptive method that p

and pregnancy. While pills, injectables, and implants do protectagainst STIs, HIV, and pregnancy. While pills, injectables, and

gnancy, they do not protect against STIs and HIV. against pregnancy, they do not protect against STIs

. aditional contraceptive methods can prevent pregnancy, however they requireTraditional contraceptive methods can prevent pregnancy, however th

couples to be knowledgeable about their bodies and to use self-control. Withdrawal,couples to be knowledgeable about their bodies and to use se

when practiced correctly, prevents pregnancy % of the time. In comparison, male practiced correctly, prevents pregnancy % of the time. In comparison, male 

condoms are % to % effective in preventing pregnancy, depending on whether doms are % to % effective in preventing pregnancy, depending on whether 

use is typical or ideal. Unlike traditional methods, condoms also protect against HIV se is typical or ideal. Unlike traditional methods, condoms also protect agai

and STIs. Used consistently, condoms reduce HIV incidence by at least % and perand STIs. Used consistently, condoms reduce HIV incidence by at lea -

uch as %. haps as muc

. [ correct information about numbers of reported STI cases in the country where Insert correct information about numbers of reported STI cases in the country w

e workingyou are ]

. g sex with multiple sexual partners or with a partner who has multiple partnersHaving sex with multiple sexual partners or with a partner who has multipl

ses the risk for STIs. Using a condom every time you have sex is the best protecincreases the risk for STIs. Using a condom every time you have sex is the be -cc

ainst STIs.tion aga

. [ rect information about the most commonly reported STI in the country wherInsert correct information about the most commonly reported STI in the country where

kingyou are workin ]

. Contraceptives do not cause infertility or sterility. With injectables (such as Depoprontraceptives do not cause infertility or sterility. With injectables (such as Depopro-

vera and Noristerat) there is a delay in return to fertility once the method is stoppend Noristerat) there is a delay in return to fertility once the method is stopped.

These delays can last between – months after the last injection.ays can last between – months after the last inj

. ed pills, regardless of what time of the month, may result in pregnancy. To proMissed pills, regardless of what time of the month, may result in pregnancy. To -

nst pregnancy the pill must be taken daily because the effect of thetect against pregnancy the pill must be taken daily because the effect of the pill wears 

e it is stopped. If a pill is missed a backup method (such as a condom)off quickly once it is stopped. If a pill is missed a backup method (such as a condom)

week.should be used for a week
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. After a young woman has an abortion, she can become pregnant again as soon as

she has unprotected sex. It is important to begin using contraception right away. If 

the abortion had complications she might possibly suffer long term effects from the 

complications, including infertility. 

. on does not lead to an increase in sexual activity. Research Receiving sexual education does n

rticipate in sex education courses do not initihas shown that young people who participate -

ate sexual activity earlier. In addition, once they begin having sex, they are more likelyexual activity earlier. In addition, once they begin ha

to use contraceptives and protect themselves from STIs and HIV.to use contraceptives and protect themselves from STIs and HIV
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A GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY ASSESSMENT

ANNEX : GLOSSARY

Community mobilization is a process in which a community identifies a shared 

need and takes action to address the need. The community has ownership of its

activities and takes responsibility for the outcomes. activities and tak

Project cycle ess from assessment to completion and is the project process from

evaluation. 

t of the situation and probleAssessment of the situation and problems. 

Design project strategies and activities in order to address the problemsproject strategies and activities in order to address the problem

identified in the assessmeessment. 

Implement the project activities.Implement the proje

Monitoring and evaluation. (Monitoring should take place throughoutevaluation. (Monitoring should take place throughout the

project, in order to make sure that the project is being implemented eproject, in order to make sure that the project is being implemented ef-ff

fectively, and that it is making progress towards its objectives. Evaluation of fectively, and that it is making progress towards its objectives. Evalu

project impact takes place at key points – often halfway through the life of impact takes place at key points – often halfway through the 

the project and after the project is finished. Evaluation findings are used to nd after the project is finished. Evaluation findings are used

nform assessments for new projects.)inform assessments for ne

Ranking means putting things in order according to agreed criteria. For example,means putting things in order according to agreed criteria. For examplg

illnesses can be ranked according to frequency, or according to severity. Writing can be ranked according to frequency, or according to severity. Writing

the items to be ranked on different cards is a useful way of enabling a group of to be ranked on different cards is a useful way of enabling a group o

people to rank them quickto rank them quickly.

StakeholdersStakeho  are people, groups, or organizations with an interest in a project. ople, groups, or organizations with an interest in a proje

Stakeholders include people who expect to benefit from a project, and people Stakeholders include people who expect to benefit from a project, and pe

who may be negatively affected. Stakeholders also include people, groups, ory be negatively affected. Stakeholders also include people, grou

organizations involved in implementing the project, such as NGOs, governmentorganizations involved in implementing the project, such as NGOs, government

agencies, or services and donor agencies. Key stakeholders are people who caagencies, or services and donor agencies. Key stakeholders are people who can 

significantly influence the success of a project, or whose involvement isence the success of a project, or whose involvement is very 

important to the success of the project. rtant to the success o

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Sustainability is the extent to which the project activities and impacts are likely 

to continue after the end of the project. Sustainability is likely to be affected by 

community ownership of the project, and the existence of local capacity and

resources to sustain or develop the project activities. 
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ANNEX : ADDITIONAL PLA RESOURCES

YouthNet Resources

Attawell, K. Going to Scale in Ethiopia: Mobilizing Youth Participation in a

National HIV/AIDS Program. A Lessons Learned Case Study.National HIV Washington: DC, 

ct, 2004.The Synergy Project, 2004. http://www.synergyaids.com/documents/Go-

ingToScaleInEthiopia.pdf

Family Health InternatioFamily Health International. essment of Reproductive Participatory Assessmen

HIV Prevention Needs of Young People in Namibia, 2003: Final Report. Health/HIV Prevention Needs of Young People in Namibia, 2003: 

Arlington, VA: YouthNet/Family Health InternArlington, VA: YouthNet/Family Health International, 2005. 

Family Health Internationnational. ticipation Guide: Assessment, Planning, Youth Participation Guide: Assessment, Planning, 

mplementation.and Implemen Arlington, VA: YouthNet/Family Health on, VA: YouthNet/Family Health International,

2005. 

Hubbard G, Mastersonrson, J. rticipatory Learning and Action: A PowerfParticipatory Learning and Action: A Powerful

pproach with Youth. Approac Arlington, VA: YouthNet/Family Health International,ngton, VA: YouthNet/Family Health International,

2005. 05 http://www.fhi.org/en/Youth/YouthNet/Publications/YNbriefs.hthttp://www.fhi.org/en/Youth/YouthNet/Publications/YNbrief m

Ruland, CD. Participatory Learning and Action.Participatory Learning and Action Arlington, VA: YouthNet/n, VA: YouthN

Family Health International, 2003. Family Health Internation http://www.fhi.org/en/Youth/YouthNet//www.fhi.org/en/Youth/YouthNe

Publications/YouthLens+English.htublications/YouthLens+En m

Other Resourcessour

International HIV/AIDS Alliance. national HIV/AIDS Allia 100 Ways to Energise Groups: Games to useo Energise Groups: Games to use

in workshops, meetings and the communityworkshops, meetings and t . London: International HIV/AIDS London: International HIV/AID

Alliance, 2002.Allianc www.aidsalliance.orw.aidsall g.

International HIV/AIDS Alliance. HIV/AID A Facilitator’s Guide to Participatory Workcilitator’s Guide to Participatory W -kk

shops with NGOs/CBOs Responding to HIV/AIDS.with NGOs/CBOs Responding to HIV  London: International don: Internat

HIV/AIDS Alliance, 2001.HIV/AIDS All www.aidsalliance.oraidsalliance g.

International HIV/AIDS Alliance. DS Alliance. All Together NoAll Together Now! – munity MobiliCommunity Mobilisa-

tion for HIV/AIDSV/AIDS. on: International HIV/AIDS Alliance, 2005.  London: International HIV/AIDS Alliance, 2005. www.

aidsalliaaidsalliance.orgg.

Shah MK, Kambou SD, MonShah MK, Kambou SD, Monahan B. racing Participation in Development:Embracing Participation in Development:

Wisdom from the from the Field gton, DC: CARE Inte. Washington, DC: CARE International, 1999.
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Shah MK, Zambezi R, Simasiku M. Listening to Young Voices: Facilitating Par-rr

ticipatory Appraisals on Reproductive Health with Adolescents. Washington, 

DC: FOCUS on Young Adults, CARE International in Zambia, 1999.

Pretty JN, Gujit I, Thompson J, Scoones I. Participatory Learning and Action: ning and Action: 

A Trainer’s Guide. London: IIED Participatory Methodry Methodology Series, 1995.

Tools Together Now! – 100 Participatory Learning and Action tools for100 Participatory Learning and Action tools for

HIV/AIDS Community Mobilisation, International HIV/AIDS Alliance,munity Mobilisation, International HIV www..

aidsalliance.oce.org.
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